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CLASS OF 13
LEAVES K. II. S.
THIS EVENING
4 /the impressive ceremonies at
tendant upon the commencement
exercises of the class of 1915 of
Kennebunk High School, began
^Sunday evening, when Rev. D. M.
Wilson, minister of the Unitarian
church, preached the baccalau
reate sermon to the assembled sen
iors and an audience of upwards?
x of 400 relatives and friends.
The church had been specially
decorated, the altar banked, with
flowery and large American flags
drhped across the front of the
- choir loft, having ■■both a pleasing
and inspiring effect. , • '
Prpm.ptly at 7,30 the 13 n^erii■ bers of the class marshalled byz
Wallace Hatch took the seats Re
served for, them, marching'down
the aisle to the strains of a march
played by Miss Evie Littlefield,'
organist.
The following order of exercises
was carried out-:—
Organ Prelude.
Hymn, No.478, tune Webb.
' Psalrii LX^XIV, Rev. Mr. Leech.
Anthem, Choir.
Scripture Reading, Rev. Mr. Mc
Vey.
Anthem, Choir.
v
Prayer, Rev. Mr. Tilton.
Response, Choir.
Hymn, No. 604.
, ; ? ;1
Sermon, Rev. Mr. Wilson.
Hymn, No.'785, America/
Benediction, Rev. Mr. Wilson. '
The speaker dwelt upon the un
certainty of a successful outcome
for any effort by the graduates,
their advantages of youth, and
Urged all io strive to the utmost
to make the most of their oppor
tunities arid gifts, and was lis
tened to with rapt attention.
THIS EVENING’S EXERCISES.
One of the largest audiences to
ever assemble in Mousam- Opera
House greeted the graduates this
evening when as a class they made
their final public appearance,
The exercises were of an unus
ually high order and reflect great
credit upon, teachers . and gradu
atesi The essays were exception
ally good and to comment upon
one more than the others would
be unfair.
Thé following program was carried out:—
I Music
Prayer
Music
Salutatory
Maud R. Bragdon
History
Eva È. King
Essay—“Benedict Arnold’’ ,
Lesley B. Titcomb
Essay—“Perseverance” Edna Watsdn
Essay—“Modes of Travel Past and
Present”
*Chester F. Hamilton
Essay—“The Red Cross Society”
Myra Seeley'
Essay—“History of Kennebunk”
Harvey A. Grant
Prophecy
Vera M. Stevens
Essay—“Making of Criminals”
Paul F. Wèbber
Essay—“History of K.|H. S.”
Richard Crediford
Essay—“An lineal Sènior”
J. Horace Robbins
Presentation of Gifts
Frank Sanborn
Valedictory V
Marion Hatch
Class Ode, .., '
Presentation of Diplomas
Supt.^J. W. Lambert
Music
♦Excused

Benediction

With the going out of the class
of 1915 to the larger and more com
plex duties of; life, Mr, Dennison,
who has guided the destinies of
the class through thé past four
years, leaves for new fields, It is
with heartfelt regret that all who
care forthe best^interests of Ken
nebunk High' School and Kenne
bunk witness this departure, and
the Enterprise, in^cpnimon with
them, wishes Mr. Dennison the
best of success in whatever field
Fate mày lead him. It4s not now
the time for an overflow, bf regret
—Mr. Dennison’s place in Kenpebunk hearts is- secure. Tonight’s
graduation and the general high
standard Of the- school speak volumes and felicitations are super
fluous.

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

GRADUATION
NUMBER
PRICE, THREE CENTS

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

THE GRADUATES
SET PRECEDENT
HARDTO BEAT
sets among those of their own
classes, and thu^ destroy the -dem
ocratic spirit of the school. But
in sports all are brought togethér
oty a common ground -in the desire
to win and for the honor of their
school, / Furthermore ' athletics
raise the ideals of the students.
They learn to love clean, fair
sport/and are filled with a sense
oty good sportsmanship which en
ables them to take victory or de
feat witty honor to themselves and
their school.
The social side of school life
includes the various forms of en
tertainment; given for the school
as a whole, and those for the
classes. The class distinction is
clearly shown, in this phase bf
school life. Oftentimes two class
es will struggle with each other
to outdo the other classes in the
matter of good times during some'
part of the school year. But ¡much
good is obtained from the social
life besides pleasure, especially
for the officer^ of the classes, and
those who have charge of thé en
tertainments. They sobn iose the •
feeling of embarrassment' which
is natural, and become more at
ease when before their fellow stu
dents ancT others outside of the
school.
Right to left—Richard V. Crediford, Paul F. Webber, Horace Robbins, Leslie B. Titcomb, Chester Hamilton, Frank Sanborn, Harvey Grant.
But now as we enter life’s school
Center—Marion Hatch, President; Eva King, *Edna Hubbard, Myra Seeley, Maud Bragdon, *01ive Clark, M. Edna Watson, Vera M. Stevens.
»SpecialCourse we shall find that our training, al
though still along practically the
friends. We thank you for the in Pur graduation. Probably you do obliged to perform in later years. same lines, will be. much greater
CLASS ROLL.
struction we have received at your pot realize how much enjoyment He. studied music and philosophy, and broader. For .the last four
hands, but that is not all, for the you are getting from your life at was skilled in the arts of war, and yerirs our lessons have been as
Latin Scientific Course.
Marion L. Hatch.
help «and words of éhcouragement school; but we, as a class, advise became strong in mind and body. signed for us, but now problems
English Course.
received in difficult places, If our you tu keep on as long as yón cap. Like thishero of old, we have been Will arise' and we must choose for
Maud R. Bragdon, M. Edna Watson, lives prove noble, if we become in You may be'many times discour trained during the past four years, ourselves the things which will
Vera M. Stevens,, Myra Seeley, Eva any way useful- to the World, we aged, but persevere and be patient for the tasks of the new life into .make us greater men and women.
E. King, Chester F. 'Hamilton, Paul F.
First we shall receive further
Webber, Hdrace Robbins, Richard owe to you thanks foi the mould and you will feel repaid in the which we are about to enter.
Crediford, Frank Sanborn, Leslie B.' ing of our youthful character. We end, especially when you stand
educational training. The great
And
now
as
we
stand
on
the
Titcomb, Harvey A. Grant.
want you to remeriiber our few (where we are now. We want to threshold, is it strange that we est means of education outside the
Motto.
good acts; “forgive and forget” encourage you for the coming wonder bow our high school course schools is the public libraries.
We finish to begin,
all otherè, and may your thoughts year’s work, and we .wish you suc- has prepared usforactual living Many men and even women who
Class Colors.
in connection with us be pleasant, cess in every way., ,
Th those pursuing a higher course have imt, had an opportunity of
Black and Gold
It is our earnest desire to make the
Citizens:—It doesn’t seem nec- of education the high school stud going to school have by giving a
Class Flowei,
most of our lives possible, and thus essary tp welcome you here this ies Will be a direct benefit. In7 few hours’ time each day" educat
Yellow Tea Rose
to honor both you ahd the school. evening, as we feel that you havç every school there are a feiy who ed thehiselves ih the libraries to
Class Ode.
Parents and Friends You who neafly as important a part as we study for the pure love bf study it the equal bf graduates front our
Fair High School,'bur days with thee
have helped and' encouraged us have, especially since the town self, and the others study merely best colleges. J3ut we, whd“have
draw to a close,
With their wealth of fond memories through many difficult places, we helps pay fbr the graduation. This because it is their duty while in had greater advantages than they,
dear,
\
is a great help to us and we highly
But we’ll always remember with joy in hope that you may feel repaid, as, appreciate" it. We feel that we °we school. Those who love to study must not forget that there is still
you listen to these exercises, for
will get a deeper insight into the mufeh more for us to learn, and
our hearts
.
The bright years of pur High School all of your sacrifices in enabling part of our learning at school to lessons which they take, while the that these libraries are always
career.
uS tp acquire our education We, you, because it. is you who have others get only a general Pduca- open to our use.
But tonight as “we finish to begin”’
appreciate
the value of our home furnished us with text books and tiom There are many at the pres
Our, daily work will do much to
Let us hope that the new days be
training in preparing us to assume supplies to work with. We appre ent time who think that it is hot educate us also. If we go into
bright '
.
And ere we -depart, let us homage this higher learning, and are ciate the advantages which have I worth while for young people who business or follow some profes' renew, *
been placed before usp and it is
To dear High School, her Blue and her grateful for the^ encouragement our own fault-if we have not made I do not intend to go to a higher in- .sion we mhst study continually to
of our friends who have helped us
White. z
»
- stitutioh of learning to' take a keep up to the standard.. Even if
The voice of the future now calls Us with kind words and wishes. We good use of .them. Please con high school course. Let us , see our work. is not ip that line we
away •-■'
thank you fqr patronising us at tinue your aid, and place education how these studies will help in cannot help learning something
And with joy tp the call we'trespond,
within the reach of all who will their life work. Two men were whibh wilj aid us as We go on day
From the days full of friendship we now Our class play and candy sale, and avail themselves of it.
A (talking together one day and dne by day. <
¡feel that oiir work in raising funds
must depart ;
;
Classmates :—I welcome you to j man said toz his friend, “I am
To the new fields thaf’wait us beyond. Was earnestly supported by you;
Those who go to the cities and
So tonight “We must finish to begin”
and we hope that you feel repaid spur last class meeting, The time j greatly interested in electricity, who travel in our own and foreign
And to/teachers and schoolmates,
have’h7r7a~book oû’thësub- countries will have an opportunity
¡for your contributions. If you which we once, thought was almost
z “Farewell”
knew how much benefit and pleas unattainable has. now arrived. Ij jèct, which I-always carry witty sto listen to lecturés oh the great
Tn memory ever we’ll carry a song
That for High School oft fondly will ure we received, from our trip to am sure that it is not wholly a! me. But there ate many big words questions of the day and to visit
swell.
Boston, I think you would no^t re •pleasure to realize that our life at and s.tránge terms in the book arid ■many places of interest. And in
M. E. W.
gret
that you helped us. We should Kennebunk High School is over. I have not enough éducation to .travelling we shall come ih con
•' _ ____
#/
have
liked very much to have gone ;We have had many good times to understand it. The general edu tact with all classes of people,
Through the courtesy of the
to
Washington,
as has been the gether, and may we continue pur cation which we receive in high arid their influence will do much
graduates we publish the various
^custom
for
several
years, but as, it pleasures as a class, \It seems sad school would hâve been- of valué' !to broaden bur minds both edu
class parts and essays in full. 1
would have required nearly four, that we couldn’t welcome tonight to him, and we. shall find that it cationally and socially.
times as much money as we raised all the members Of thé'class that will help us very often in the years
While in School ,we regarded
THE SALUTATORY.
/we thought we should be .taxing entered high school four years to come.
/physical training às a pleasure
ago with us. As we separate, we
Of late years great interest has ¡only. Although in actual life for
Members School Committee and the public too heavily.
¡must not forget the duties that are
Superintendent:—To you- we, ex fc Undergraduates: O You most around us, and as graduates let! been taken in school athletics, [some of us, perhaps, it may still
tend the greetings at these, bur ¡certainly are very welcome to our us make the most of ourselves. and they form-an important part jbe'takén as a pleasure, yet for the
graduating exercises. We are .exercises. We wish to thank you May the day never come when the |iof %he school lifer Thé favorite ¡majority of! people it becomes a
school necessity. How long could we
deeply grateful for your presence for all you have dohe for us—in sight' of an old text-book will thrill ! forms of sport in our own Wf
. with
... the
.. sadj memories
. I:'are baseball, basket-ball, football ¡kebp in good health-Nvifhout tak
bn this occasion, and we give you helping us with our" play and can iour .hearts
^and tehnis. Physical culture éx- ing some exercise along with our
a hearty' welcome. We want to dy salps. We hope you will think of misspent years.ercises have been introduced in daily meals? Men and women
(take advantage of this opportunity ’of^what you did for us when thé
In closing, let me, for the class
'to: publicly tharik you for your time comes to raise funds your of 1915, thank you all/again for many schools as a part of the (corifined , in ■> offices during the
¡kindness and interest shown in selves. We have enjoyed your what you haye done for us, and i course. Some of these 'exercises [greater part of the day find that
our welfare during the last four companionship, although there imay you feel welcome to our ex-/ were, tried in our school during [physical exercise is necessary, and
years. Although you all have not are some pf you who have been ercises this evening.—Maude R. the past winter, and they did much ;that'they cahriot afford to let a
to break up^the monotony of the day go by without it.
served on the committee the entjre with us but a short time, we shall Bragdon.
studies, but' forxseveral reasons Iz But\ the social field of life’s
■four years, we hope that before always consider you as amông our
they had to be discontinued. Ath Jschool will be very different from
you held that office you were inter- ifriends. We feel that our school
iested in the .progress of bur school. mates, past and present, will al- OUT OF SCHOOL LIFE INTO letics, while being especially bén- that of school life./ We mrist now
pfieial tó thé health of young peo tyibt think of our own pleasure
LIFE’S SCHOOL.
Respected Teachersj—rWe most ways seem very near to us, because
ple, afford a fine fdrm of amused merely, but bf the good we can do
cordially welcome you tonight, we have worked together and had
In the days of* ¡ancient Greece, iment. Besides this they ençoür- [others. Our first social duties be
you with whom we have been so so many things in common during
closely associated in the last few our school life. Wçnot- realize Hercules, the great Greek hero,;age a feeling.of good fellowship gin at home. We should do all we
years of our school life. We not how much our school, days meant Was trained during his boyhood1 among the students’ as. a whole. It can to make he home life pleasant
(Continued on1 Last Page.)
regard you- as teachers but as ¡to us until the time drew near'for for the tasks which he would be is natural for students to form
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.
A Sure' Tip.
HOW CRIMINALS ARE MADE. has been reared in the midst of deeper interest in their children the rite of baptism. A duet by irig, singing, shore dinners, base Now, little bride, this maxinj heed
Helen Dono- ball, morning devotion, washing
Marian
Hawkes
and
and
bring
them
up
in
a
pure,
hapcrime, and riiade to belipve that
Your wishes to attain-—
van and a selection by six little dished(Good night !), musid,’ vis
In McClure’s Magazine for De- committing crimes is the easiest py, home atmosphere, and teach
them- the principles of' love, char Children from the kindergarten itors’? d^-ys (Suhdriy and Wednes- If a^: first you don’t succeed,
cember, 1904, Mr. S. S. McClure and indst natural way to earn a ity, honor and duty, it would elimf room was also given. At the cori-: day—“Made at Home” donations
Cry, cry again.—Argus.
published a shocking, summary of livelihood. He becomes a crimi inate a large proportion pf crime. elusion of the seryices 10Q potted received)/ and then more eating.
statistics on homicides and mur nal as the result of bad environ But the one great preventive ’for plants were presented to the little The boys leave for camp Saturday
ders ‘throughout the\country. The ment during childhood and youth. crime, thei one great antidote for ones, Who mrirched to the altar to morning under the leaderships pf
\Y. M. C. A. Secretaries Hosmer and
figures seemed to indicate that in
But for the educated criminal instincts inherited from the past, receive them..
Winter, and One Week frdrri that
is
education.
Not
only
that
of
the
1904 there were, for each pillion there can be no excuse, such as
time,
the bo^s return and the girls
schoolroom, but also that of the
M. E. CHURCH NOTES.
DEPARTMENT STORE
of our population, four rind a half poor environment during early home, of every-day life, education
’ occupy the tents for a week. En
thusiasm is high and all ar,ensure
tiiries as many murders and homi- life. He may have been brought from any course which will in any
The pastor spoke last Sunday to have a most enjoyable outing.
>'■ v: cidés ris there were in 1881. It up amid luxuries, in a fine home, way benefit the individual.—Paul
afternoon on “The Whole Family.” Apply at once if you wish to at
Was pointed out by the article in and undet the care of an. affec- F. Webber.
Next Sunday will be observed as tend.
question that. there is but one tioprite mother. He has attended
245-247-251 Main St
Children’s Day, The pastor Will
Hurrah for the “Society Circountry on the globe, Russia, hav- the common schools, and possibly
WAWA TRIBE
preach an educational sermon in curi”! Everybody is asking ques
; ing a higher murder and homicide college. He becomes a business
the afternoon and the Sunday tions about it.' The, production
s rrite than the United States. / man dr a politician, and, wishing
It is estimated by criminologists to secure the passing oi laws fa Observes 15th Anniversary Friday School Children’s concert will be hafs? proven! a' great? attraction
CLOTHES DRYERS
given in the evening. An offering without , exception wherever it has
. Evening.
that from 50 to 75 per cent, of the vorable to his business or to se
in
the
evening
will
be
given
tp
beep attempted and so quick and
detected cases of criminality are cure votes for his election to some
Adverse weather conditions did swell the “Students’ Loan Fund.” generous has been the / response For outside use $2.50 & $2.00
the result of prenatril causes ; the ¡¿high public office, he bribes the
The York Central Ministers’ As here in Kennebunk, not only finanremainder being caused either by voters and-representatiyes in the npt materially dampen the ardor of
sociation
held its, June meeting at. cially but also in the way of volun Eor\inside usd, 3 sizes
the
braves
affiliated
with
Wawa
legislature.
He
thinks
of
nothing
youthful environment, destructive
.thé
Methodist
Church on Monday teer service, that success is asTribe,
No.
19,
I.
O.
R.
M.,
and
the
79c, 89c & 98c
or unfavorable to good health, or but his own Welfare, and how he
by defective education. So We can best tqrn things ta his own ceremonies attendant ui>on the of this week. In the forenoon Rev. sured. Thousands of people have
see that heredity and lack of edu advantage. He becomes selfish. 15th anniversary of the institu Mr. Huse of Sanford read an able swarmed into towns no, larger than
cation are riot small factors in He depends upon misrepresenta tion of that tribe held in Mousam paper on “The Place of the Church ours to see this circus.
tion and fraud for his enrichment. Opera House last Friday ^evening in the Promotion of World Peace,” ''Another ope of those popular edthe causes of érime. \
POTTS FLAT IRON SETS
Which was thoroughly disetissèd. ucational trips for boys is being
There are some men in business were well attended.
< Who, are the perpetrators of
Following the address of wel In the afternoon Rev. Mr. Lyman arranged. \It will come off dur 4 Irpns, handle and stand
these crimes? We .class them Un and in public 'life, with as per
der the general name criminals. verted instincts and as blighted come by Fred E? Titcomb, Great read a paper on “The Gentleness ing the week of July 19-26, and
worth $1.25 at 89c
But do we understand the mean moral perceptions, as any penL Chief , of Records Herbert B. Seal, arid Severity of Jesus,” and a gen includes fellows not only from
eral
discussion
'
followed.
1
The
of
Portland,
who
was
(he
guest
of
Kennebunk bint also from every
ing of the word criminal? The téntiary - convict ; but their supe
criminal spirit is shown by aggres rior intelligence and influential the evening, gave an unusually meeting on the whole'was very, in town and city of York county de
siveness, appropriation, disregard connections save them from the interesting address on the princi teresting. There were 11 preach siring to be represented. The goal
DINNER SETS
a : of the rights of others, selfishness punishment which they richly de ples, work and hopes of the order, ers in attendance.' The Ladies’ will be the big hew state Y. M. C.
and recklessness of consequences. serve. Fortunately i for us all, his remarks being both1 compre Aid Society of the church served A. camp on Lake Goboseecdntee,
luncheon. The election of officers near Winthrop, where similar par Deeorated, 112 pieces
(“Criminals, to my mind, signify they are not aSmumerous as some hensive and to the point.
for.
the coming year resulted aS ties from all sections of Maine will
1
A
reading
by
Arthur
Hayes
fol

.all persons Of every rank, station, other classes.
worth $10 at $6.98
and condition, who siri against jus Perhaps the most common of all lowed, his selection being “The follows : Président, Rev. H. F. meet for a great reunion. Em Othergsets^ $7.98, 9.00, 998,
tice; all who demand or take by criminals is the hereditary crim Face on the Bar-room Floor.’’ Mr. Hrise ; vice-president, Rev. B. H. ploye^ boys, school boys/farmer
io^o,12.00,14,00,15,00, 16.00
force from others that to which inal. Inheritance plays a large . Hayes’ recital was made very ef Tilton; ¡secretary and treasurer, bqys, college boys, and all other
21.00. 24.OO, 27.OÖ, 29.OC, 35.OO
Rev.
Waltér
Gunhan;
executive
fective
by
the
appropriate
music
kinds
of
bpys
will
be
there
to
take
part
in
the
drama
of
life,
TheJ
they have no rightful claim’; rill
men and women-the ruling spirit most common trait which is'in furnished throughout, by a trio committee, Rev. G. H: McVey, Rev. part in the gre^t program pf
eyents. York epurity promises to
of whose lives is selfishness, herited is the thirst for intoxicat- from the orchestra, Mr. Hybert, Mr. Cain, Rev. T. P. Baker.
have a r delegation: of at least 50
' whether that selfishness is shown ing^liqubrs. We all know of mriny violin; Fred Titcomb, ’cello, and
MEN AND BOYS.
boys, and they will, go by train,
STRAW SUIT CASES
:1 in business, politics or society.” men who drink intoxicating Leroy Nason, piano.
automobile or gypsy style.1 The
There are various kinds of crim7 liquors, who inherited the trait A Vaudeville sketch, the partici
98c
inals and each class becoines crim from a father. To illustrate the pants being l^auriçe Costellow, •' ' A good rehearsal for the Chil latter method has been suggested
inal from different catises. Nerirly importance of inheritance, let us Edwrird L. Lahar, William Gordon dren’s Day exercises next Sunday with stops along the road for campz!
all5 criminals are included in four cite the progeny of Max Jukes, a and Arthur Hayes, and selections was held la,st Sunday evening at feeds and for sleep out around the
classes: The criminal forced to drunken degenerate born in 1720. by the male quartet cqmposed of 6.30 o’clock in the Landing chapéL campfire at night. More details
crime by want, the ignorant crirn- Three hundred and ten were in Messrs. Costellow, Gordon, Lom Ay committee was appointed to will follow about the sight-seeing
HAMMOCKS
s mal, the educated criminal, and poorhouses ; 300 died in child bard and Hayes, concluded the set complete plans for the first annual at Augusta and other points of
program,
after
which
refresh

Sunday school picnic. Thé even interest,
hood; 440 were viciously diseased;
' thé criminal by, inheritance. ,
.00, 1.50^2.00, 2.50, 2.Ó0, 3.50
Let us first consider the crimi-. 400 physically wrecked early by ments of ice cream and cake were ing service was a most unique and
4.00, 4.50, 5.00 and 6.00
served
and
dancing
followed
un

impressive
one.
A
beautiful
story
Elmcroft Farm, West Kennebunk.
nal forced to érime by want. ?(their own wickedness; 50 were
entitled “A Boy in the Bible and
Crimes? committed by criminals of notorious prostitutes ; 7 were mur til 12 o’clock.
This quiet little nook on the
The full Arion orchestra fur Another Boy” was read b*y Mrs.
this’ kind are perpetrated mostly ,derers ; 60 \ habitual thieves ; 130
7 during the winter months, the were convicted more or less often nished music for the evening and Hammond and at intervals a verse Sanford line of the Atlantic Shore
added considerably to its already or two of some appropriate hymn Electric- Railway will furnish
IRONING TABLES!
time of advejrsity and business of crimes.
was sung by,Mrs. Charles Good quite ri;! change to the summer'
But we may inherit good -traits great popularity;
panics, when there are five or six
98c, 1.25, 1.50, 1.69, 2)00
now to illustrate the story. The tourist this seasori and also to the
, men to one job and when hard as well as bad. Compare the fail
times are1 most felt. We can per ure of the descendants ¡of Max FIRST CHURCH FLORAL FES accompaniment was pjayed by lodal people, many of whom have.
Harry Fairfield. A solo was also
haps best illustrate this kind op a -Jukes with the great success of
TIVAL.
sung by Mrs. Goodnow. Mr. Elliot
ÎEhp Rothschilfis. Possibly you
/criminal by a little story.
Let us imagiim a poor but hon have heard of the late Baron
The Sunday School of the Uni conducted the service' in his usual
est family living in the slums of Nathan Rothschild, the greatest tarian church will celebrate its earnest manner. The exercises
3, city. Thp husband, being indus financial success pf any man in floral festival Sunday morning. next Sunday night will be held aL
trious, manages ; to’ support the the world?. His father was cori- This event lias been in preparation 7 o’clock and a most cordial invi
family coriifortably, and they are iderêd the greatest financial gen for sòme time. Miss Ethel Lovely tation is extended to all, both
all happy. But this* happiness is ius of the family, and his success has trained the pupils in singing young and older. t
The schedule adopted by the already tested; it in the last two
soon to be banished from the was due largely to his ability of part songs and choruses and the
seasons and pronounce it perfectly
home. Dull times come, business securing information of financial choir of the church will assist with LOwer Village playground commit- satisfactory. This place1 was
;
tee
is
héartily
appreciated
by'pa

is, at a standstill, .the husband is conditions earlier* than anyone appropriate anthems. Several
Opened for the season last Satur
‘ .
without a'.job and searqhes dili else.
children are to be christened. Al rents and téàchers äs well as by day. An addition has been added
the
boys
and
girls
themselves.
Ma

As an illustration, at the time together the exercises promise to
gently, but in vain, for work. His
to the dining-room this year, mak
, family is reduced to the1 very of the battle of Waterloo Roths be unusually interesting., The terial arid labor haß been volun ing a room 13x25. Here the fa
teered
for
some
equipment
and
child
Was
fri
Paris,
when
he
rèdepths of poverty. The members
following is the order of services:
that, too, will add greatly to the mous country \farm dinners are
are all pale and emaciated. The , ceived private information of the 1. Organ, Prelude.
served. The dining-room with its
4 last vestige of food is gone, and defeat' of .Nripoleon.! He drove £ Processional, “Come with pleasure and profit of the play many windows rind cool breezes Al
ground.
The
daily
program
fol

they are /starving. Th|e father quickly to the battlefield, verified
Sieging,” by the , Sunday
most reminds one of eating out
lows:
grows desperate, attempts to break ! he story, reached London iri inSchool.
doors. With the comforts and
Daily
Schedule
of
the
Lower
Vil

edible time, employed agents to 3. Anthem, Choir.
’ into a store, arid is arrested. He is
freedom
that a farm affords there i
lage Playground.
sentenced to two years’ imprison >uy up such stocks as were certain 4. Unisdn Song, “The Rose Un
is no better place to\ spend a few
Monday,
3.3Ö
to
5.30
otelock
o advance with the news of Britment/’
fading.”
hours. Try it and be convinced.
Boys rind Girls.
! \ When he is released at the end' sh victory. As a result he amassed 5. Christening of Children.
Tuesday^ * 3.30 to 5.30 o’clock
of the two years he hurries home, i vast fortune.'
Alternate Reading.
The members of the Dramatic
Girls and Women.
looking forward to the happy re- Each of his five sons inherited
Hymn, by Choir;
Club
gave a sort of a surprise
- Uniori. Upon arriving, ¡ he finds the banking ability. They went to
Children brought to the Al Wedriésday, 3.30 to 5.30 O’clock party to Mrs. Gertrude Ricker on
7
Briseball
Practiced.
another family in possession of different countries, where each
tar.
Monday evening. She was pre
6.00 to 8.00, o’clock
his home which knew nothing con- conquered, financially, tne coun 6. Organ Interlude.
sented by the club’with a beauti
Twilight
League
for
Employed
/
, cétning his wife and children. try to which he went. The late 7. Song, “Bless the Little Chil
ful cut glass berry-bowl. A most
Men and Boys.
Heartbroken, he searches through Lord Rothschild was. the head of
dren,” Primary Class.
pleasant Social evening was spent
3.30 to 5.30 o’clock
■ the city for them, but rill in vain. the English, or home branch, of 8. Sbng, “God’s World is Very Thursday^
by all those present. Refresh
Boys.
Then does, the man become crimi the- Rothschild family.
Sweet,” Miss Ethel LovélyV
ments of iqe cream and cake were
3.30 to 5.30 o’clock
nal. A spirit of revenge against \ In reply to all this, thé natural 9. Chorus, “Happy Songs are Friday,
served, and the best of, wishes
258 Main Street
Girls and Women.
all mankind takes possession of question arises, “How can crimi
Ringing,” Sunday School.
bestowed ’upon Mrs. Ricker at the
6.00
to
8.00
o
’
clock
nality
fie
eradicated?
”
him. He hates everybody. He
10. Anthem, Church €!hoir.
most complete line ever shown
Twilight League for Employed close of the affair.
Ôrie way which, although very 11. Offertory,
.’then turns to crime as a result of
Men
and
Boys.,
seldom
practiced,
would
be
help

paper
hangings and decorations
! his misfortunes.
.
12. Remark^ by Mrs. Whi. Brirry,
Saturday,
, .
Forenoon
The ignorant criminal is simi ful, in diminishing crime is. tp in- 7
Superintendent.
10,000 rolls newest designs just
Boys’ Baseball Games.
lar to the criminal forced to crime vestigate the causes for the crime, 13,. Song by Dorothy Elliot and
Afternoon
received.
All prices from 5c up
by want, inasmuch as he is not al and, if possible, to eliminate them.
Shirley Hatch with Chorus.Men’s Baseball Games.
together to blame for his Crimes. If, before convicting the poor man Hi Motion Song, “Morning Glo
wall paper line. made IN
Capt Kendall, Examining
We all know the conditions which who attempted to steal food to pre
ries,” Primary Class.
AMERICA.
Camp
Arrangements
are
nearly
Window shades
Surgeon, Hospital Corps, N.
. exist iri the slums of .¡many of our sent his family from starving, the 1& Two-Part Song, “Buttercups
completed now and i between 30 G. S. M., will be at Mousam
large, Cities: overcrowded tene- causes / for the attempted crime
and Daisies.”
and curtains, Fixtures, etc.
ments, filthy streets, dirty and had been investigated and those
Dorothy Barker, Sarah arid 40 boys and girls representing Opera House at 6.30 o’clock
Same place.
;
causes
eliminated,
would
it
not
■ragged children left to wander at
Wright, Natalie Rogers, Mar Kerinebunk and ‘ Ogunquit are on Friday evening, June 18,
■¿7i% through the Slums and- dark have prevented the man from begaret Dane, Ruth Bowdoin. eagerly waiting for the morning at which time ana place all
df departure to come. A long
alleys, where exist dens of in fcoming a criminal? If, after in 16. Anthem, Choir.
wooded point extending out into recruits of the Thirteenth
iquity. Is it a wonder that a boy vestigating the causes, they had 17. Benediction., /
Bauneg Beg Pond, near North Company are requested to
born and brought up under such handed the poor man a $5 bill, in- 18. Postlude.
Berwick,
has? been selected as the be present and undergo the
stead
of
the
handcuffs,
would
he
conditions should eventually be-,
site and it’s a most attractive spot. required physical examina
pot have been thankful and saved’
come a criminal?
CHILDREN’S DAY.
The ba thing beach is sandy, fish tion. Monday evening CoL
• When a boy he has no paternal from crime? Àb he was naturally
The morning service 'at the Con ing is* good, boats are available/ Peterson and the Adjutant
care. He is’ left to wander among ’■an honest naan, would it not have
the alleys, playing with other boys increased his faith in righteous- gregational church on Sunday was the hikes are picturesque, a base of the Corps will be present
given over to the children, the pas ball diamond lies hot far distant^ to muster the Company into
\who are as bad or worse than he% •hess?
Wanted
Bad heredity mpy beget a dis tor, / Rev., C. H. McVey, speaking drinking writer is pure, drainage the service of the State and
He receives his education from
the streets,, where he sees cringes eased or deformed physical organ from the text, “Suffer little chil perfect, arid, in fact, conditions all members are ordered to In a small family a competent wom
committed almost daily. When he ism, in which case the mental arid dren to come unto Me, and forbid are about ideal for camp life. The be present.
an for general housework. If satisfac
tory! the employment will be permanent.
becomes, a man, he practices what moral functions are disordered. them not, for of such is the King camp activities consist of boriting,
Per Order C. H. McVEY State age and reference. Address P.
he has seen and learned during his Criminal codes should be designed dom ’• of Heaven.” Clajfon Gil swimming, eating, fishing, games,
Acting Co. Commander. O. Box 191, Kennebunk, Me.
boyhood and youth. He sees no /to reform the moral depravity of christ Going, infant son of Mr. evening camp fires, hikes, contests
wrong in his crimes, because he ^culprits. If parents, would take a and Mrs. William Going, received on both land and water, more eat-
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MB.
fact that its services were urgent fitted for this duty than men, and of a change in one reagent, Miss A. distinguished themselves by im
ly called for within two weeks to enable them to fulfill the mis E. Smith taking the place of re personating Thompson and Lucille
from the time its improved consti sion it was decidecL to afford them agent Mr. J. W. Roberts.
Ideals are seldom realized. Sen
Love. About this time the mole
tution Was adopted. Occupied at the best instruction. For this pur
iors generally seem dignified on
Data. A portion of the crystals cules were in a distracted condi
the time in war against tubercu pose, during | peace, training separated from a body called-the tion owing to rehearsals for a play,
the street, but that doesnof mean
losis, for which funds were being schools, were established, from J. Wi B.’s. These crystals had an “Ferguson of, Troy,” that they
that they áre ideal. An idéal sen
collected by the sale of the Christ- which were graduated great num especially strong affinity for cold, might complete their perfection
ior is seldom seen in the ordinary
mas\ Red Cross stamps, a sudden bers of women who are ready at a such as the icyl wintry air in the by a trip to Boston. After several
high school. Ideal senibrs are
and immense test for its improved moment’s notice to go upon the presence of a hayrack fiilled with explosions and unexpected reac
sometimes discussed in school by
powers was made a few days later, battlefield or into the hospitals.
teachers, but I do not believe thát
straw and drawn by spirited tions the long-looked-for day ar
The Red Cross is not oniy re horses. In this experiment some rived when the molecules assem
when the tidings of the disaster
they have ever had many to teach.
The ideal senior while going ta THE RED CROSS SOCIETY. in Sicily and Calabria stirred the lated to peace and war, but also of the crystals were seen to dis bled dn the Kennebunk station
heart of Americans to that labor hblds a close relationship to the appear, known outside the chem platform. A few hours later found
and from school attends to hi» owjn
The Red Cross Society is an in of charity to which it is ever ready human soul. Its base is neutral ical world as Myra Jenkins, Mer .them , scurrying about the streets
affairs and does not try to act in
ity. It makes neutral all sick, ton Kilgore, George Day, Merle of Boston. Our molecules as a
a disorderly manner. Of course, ternational organization. It was to respond.
Jie laughs and talks with his organized at Geneva, Switzerland,
The branches of the society wounded or disabled soldiers on a Libby, Helen Bacheldor, Neta Mc whole visited many different
schoolmates, as is natural with in 1866, and in the United States both here and abroad lost not an field; all persqns, as surgeons, Kenna; Lawrence Drown, Esther amusements and places of interest,
every lively young person. But to in 1884. The name comes from fta instant, leaping into the breach nurses and attendants, who care Tvedt, Charles Goddnow and Clif such as Quincy market, Harvard
push and shove his schoolmates flag, a red cross, on a *white field. with the alertness and effective for them, all supplies of medicine ton Flemming. To atone in part College, Trinity church, Christian
on the public thoroughfare as if The original constitution of the ness, for which they have long been or food for their use; all field and tor this loss two new crystals were Science church, custom house,
in a football game is beneath hra society in Europe sustains the notable; Throughout the entire military hospitals with their , added, Myra G. Seeley and Harvey public library, Chinatown and
dignity. He bows and is polite to neutrality of Red Cross Societies United States there was hardly a' equipments; all gifts from neu- A. Grant.
Rowe’s Wharf, hnd after, drifting
in ail countries, and on all water city, village» or hamlet which did trhl nations for the use of the sick
every acquaintance he meets.
Conclusion. Thirty-one sopho about the city for three days the
School is perhaps the jhardeSt covered by the*compact, and in not join, without a day’s loss of and wounded of any army, so that mores minus 10 equals 21 juniors. mpleqjiles went in different direc
place inwhich to, keep his dignify. sures the protection of all con time, in the work of raising relief none of these should be subject to Action less violent than that of tions and were later gathered in
The younger students in high flicting forces in the time of war. funds for the earthquake suffer capture. It provides for the send- preceding year. A gradual dis the mixing bowl once more. Then
school as a rule are told to follow To define Red Cross one might stay ers. From East, West, North and ihg of wounded men to their homes solving of crystals also formed a came our last degree of chemical
the ways of the seniors. There that it is a confederation of relief South name reports of contribu homes rather than to prison; and light and unstable compound.
activity, when two of our atoms,
fore the seniors should set a good societies in different countries, tions, large and small;-■ By mid that friend and foe should be cared
Leslie B. Titcomb, as pitcher, and
Experiment
3.,
Object,
to
pro^
exampié for the others to follow. the aim of which is to improve the night it was estimated that many for alike in all military hospitals. duce from the last obtained light Richard. V. Crediford, as man
After a few hours of hard study condition of the sick and wounded thoUsands.of dollars had been sub In thè many years pf relief work and unstable compound a solid ager, distinguished themselves in
it is diffcult to keep still, and it is soldiersv in time of war, and i^s scribed to the fund in the United done by the Red Cross in thè junior dignity.
the baseball team which had beeiT
at this time that he should set a operations extend over nearly the States. From Germany came tid United States, every dollar and
achieving such wonders during
Apparatus. The same as last the spring.
good example by acting in; an or entire civilized world. The origi ings that its Red Cross had dis every pound that has been received
derly mannér. Thé ' senibrs are nal fl constitution covered all suf patched a special car with hospital and distributed by it has been the two years with the exception of
Conclusion. Upon careful anal
likely, to start whispering, which fering caused by war; but today supplies for the woünded and that free will offering of the people tiie addition of electric lights and ysis we find that the different
causes a disturbance to the teach the Red Cross cares for the victims a second car was being prepared given for humanity. — Myra G. another change in two reagents, changes that have taken place are
Miss G. E. Devinal taking Miss A. due to the influence of four years’
Seeley.
ers. The ideal senior always of pestilence, flood and fire, as to send the following day. .
E. Smith’s position "and Miss C. E. association with such teachers as
saves his conversation until after well as for the victims of war.' Its
During war, the relief societies
Winslow filling Miss M, C. Wal Kennebunk high- school may be
HISTORY.
sèhool hoürs. During recitation organization- in Europe was due; do not cohfihe themselves to send
dron’s place. '
to
Henri
Durant,
a
Swiss
gentle

he recites without trying to say
proud of. And now, as the end of
ing supplies for the, wounded, but
Froth the early days when - Data. Action of J. W. B. still our brief chapter in the history of
queer things to make the class man, who was then traveling over establish refreshment stations for
laugh, and thus interfere with the a battlefied, and was deeply im the trains. Those who were un schools were first festablished up continued by house parties and this institution 'draws nigh, we
pressed by the scenes there pre able to proceed on the trains , to to the ( present time, class histor- trips to Kennebunk Beach and turn over its pages with mingled
lessons.
sented
to’ him* He was joined in the great hospitals without danger ries have shown a marked resem Wells Beach. A portion of the sadness and regret for the years
When he goes to the library, he
does not go into the reading room the work of relief by Florence to life were admitted to ths r- blance. In most every case some compound united and gave a bene which it represents. As we close
and talk like others who have no Nightingale, who did most efficient freshment stations, nursed, and senior has tried to impress upon fit dance for the basket ball teanv this volume it is with the earnest
consideration for those who are service during rhe campaign of~the cared for until they were' suffi the public that hisz classmates are and ptherx portion had two bas wish that the classes revealing it
ket ball teams and also ttaok part in in after years may say of us that
trying to read. The library is not Crimea in 1854-18^6.
ciently recovered to be removed, thé most remarkable collection of the field-day exercises May 14.
The Red Cross Society in the or death took them. There can be yduthful prodigies ever assembled
our objects in ithese experiments?
the only placet in which he, is Con
Facts observed. Color changed have been attained and that we
siderate. While buying goods at United States was organized by no estimate pf the misery relieved in any one institution of learing.
from bright red to blue. Property have become thirteen' useful citi
the store, he does not lean against Miss Clara Barton, who, until and deaths prevented by the Red But thé present senior class will
depart from the ordinary custom of social and class spirit more evi zens.—Eva E. King.
the counter in a tired and shiftless 1904, was its active president. Cross.
dent. A few more grams of knowl
manner, nor push ahead, but steps During the civil war Miss Barton
In the gréat European war of and will take it for granted that
PERSEVERANCE.
aside and lets the women custom was active in the field, distribut today we learn that; Miss Jeanne the graduating class of \ 1915 has edge w£re absorbed and , in the
process of dissimilation a few
ing provisions, clothing and medi
already
made
the
public
feel
that
ers be waited Upon first.
Perichion, aged 23, has, accom-,
grains' were lost, Sylvia Card, . Perseverance means the steady1
The ideal senior is looked up to cine sent for the relief of the sol plishd something that no other this is one of the most able and
Marion Hill, Frank Clark, Henry pursuit of a plan. In actual life,
diers.
In
1865,
by
authority
of
efficient
classes
that
has
ever
grad

as a leader, in the high school. If
womap has ever done. She wears
Kennbuhk
high White, Gladys Hall, Frances there are so many ways of doing
he notices some unfortunate President Lincoln, she instituted a the Military Order of/' Leopold, uated fr^m
Trearfler, Vera Morse and Flor the same thing and so many differsearch
for
missing
soldiers
of
the
school.
Instead
of
dwelling
upon
1 schoolmate, the others will m time
presented
to
her
by
King
Albert
ence Hamilton.
'ent pursuits that it means steadi
copy his attitude toward that in army, and succeeded in tracing of Belgium for conspicuous brav this fact we will consider the
Reaction. Twenty-one juniors ness in the execution of a plan
dividual. If anyone in the school &0,000 of the soldiers. At the ery on the fiel^l of battle. Jeanne causes which led up to this re
minus 8 equals 13 seniors.
determined upon. It is character
comes to an ideal senior and asks outbreak of the Franco-Prussian was a Belgian Red Cross nurse. markable phenomenon by writing
for help he never says, “I’m too war, Miss Barton was associated With the other nurses she was at -them in the form of chemical ex , Experiment 4. Object, to pre istic of perseverance not to see
cipitate from a blue solution a difficulties or to expect"defeat. It
busy now,” or “Don’t bother me ; I with the International Red Cross tached to the hospital service and periments.
anticipates success and success is
Experiment 1. Object, to change group of 13 useful citizens.
haven’t time,” but lends a helping Society of Geneva, and was pres did good work in earing for the
1 Apparatus. To the original ap neither given nor easily obtained
ent at most of the great battles,
31
heterogenous
atoms
into
a
mole

hand.
wounded soldiers who were
The ideal senior never answers doing a splendid work. It was due brought in. There she saw many cule 1915. Apparatus, one brick paratus have been added a new but achieved through persever
to
Clara
Barton
that
disasters
of
laboratory situated at the corner neater and two bubblers, and one ance.
back" to a teacher, for he knows it
men
(fie
who
might
have
been
The Alps stood between Napo
is discourteous, and the teacher all kinds, such as those of flood, saved, if they could have had more of Park and (Dane streets, consist change in reagents has been made,
Miss H. O. Thomas taking Miss G. leon and Italy, which he wished
generally has, the right side. He famine, pestilence, etc., were prompt attention. To Jeanne came ing of a main-room or mixing E. Dwinal’s position.
to conquer. He scaled the moun
never speaks of his parents in a added to the scope of such asso the idea that if she could stay in bowl with a rather unusual equip
Data. A large number of atoms tain and descended upon his ene
disrespectful manner while in con ciations. The broader idea, ap the trenches with the men while ment of/ 91 seats and desks, a
represefating the senior class mies. His startling descent more
versation with other boys When plied’ by her to the American so the battles were in progress, she piano, two bookcases, a clock and
formed a part of the football team, than half conquered the country.
working for anyone he always does ciety, was immediately adopted by could give first aid to the injured a platform. Each desk contains
and helped to make for it a sue*
as he is told and does not try to the societies abroad, and incorpo and might save many a life. She the pencils or. stirring rods, and cessful career. For one evening He forced every circumstance into
his favor.
rated among their duties underthe
test paper instead of filter paper.
be his own boss.
obtained permission to go with the The brick laboratory also con the senior compound united with
Frequently men of not even or*
If the younger students look up name of the “American amend
surgeons to the battle lines and is tains a small laboratory or a chem the juniors for a sleigh ride to
ta the senior for a model, the sen ment.” As a result, the American
(Continued on Page Four.)
Wells, where, Horace and Edna
ior must have some influence over National Red Cross has collected believed to be the only woman Red ical workshop, in which were set
them. If he starts anything worth and distributed large sums for the Cross nurse who has actually done tees, cupboards, pictures and
doing, he should carry it out, and relief of suffering in such cases work in the trenches under fire sinks. There were four reagents, 1865 —FIFTY YEAR OLD
x 1915
set a good example of executive of calamity as the Johnstown Her health having broken down, Mr. A. L. Dennison, Miss A. M.
she'
has
come
to
this
country
in
Waldron,
Mr.
J.
W.
Roberts
and
ability for the undergraduate. flopd, the Russian famine, the Gal
The ideal senior always works veston tidal wave, the Mississippi order to raise funds for the relief Miss M. C. Waldron. Two special
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
hard on a high school play, for he overflows, the San Francisco of the Belgians, while she is grow reagents, Miss Merrill, who welded
What is tiie* Best Form of Policy?
us into one harmonious whole, and
knows the benefit both to himself earthquake, the Belgian sufferers ing stronger.
“Yes,” said Jeanne modestly in Miss Sinnett, who increased our
" WRITE FOR LEAFLET
—
and the class. In athletics he in the present war, and on other
keeps the school among the best. occasions of urgent need of assist answer fto the many questions faction in penmanship data.
1865---- —y LOWEST MORTALITY ^^-1915
asked^her, “I have seen the war at
Four of the atoms came from
He kiiows the valué of exercise ance.
The American society was defi- close quarters, I have been grazed Kennebunkport, two from Aleand realizes , the honor to the
FREEMAN M. GRANT, General Agent for Maine
school infwinning in fair sports. nietly organized, under a charter by bullets 'And shrapnels many wive, one from Cape Porpoise^
HARRY T. STIMSON, Special Agent
The^ideal senior never attempts granted by Congress, in 1900, and timps. It is to my wounded at the The remaining 23 were from Ken 702 Fidelity Building
Tel. 1501
PORTLAND, MAINE
io run an entertainment unless he in 1904 Was incorporated phder a 4ront that I shall return when I am nebunk. Tfle first day the atoms
•
were assembled in the mixing bqwl
is néarly positivé that he will gain second act of Congress, Mr. Taft, Strong enough again.”
for the class by it. ’ > It. does not then secretary of war, being cho While millions are ehgaged at to receive action from reagent Mr.
take him long to, find out the best sen for its president. But it still the'present time in the work of A. L. Dennison. The first period
and most profitable way for the lacked completeness of organiza killing and wounding their fellow found a division of mixed atoms in
THE GOOD KINDS
class to run a high school dance. tion for effective work, the collec men, thousands are giving' their a recitation room or evaporating
He is tl^e leader in the boys’ clubs, tions and expenditure of money services and' risking their lives in dish with the temperature at 90
for he has the commanding influ being left to local groups, as a rule engaged in the latter cause are degrees for treatment from re
ence and respect of theboys. He untrained in such effort, and un from America and wear the uni agent Mr. J. W. Roberts. During
this process one of the atoms, Ed
makes the best class officer, be prepared for ready and effective form of the Red Cross.
cause he looks out for the good of work in a sudden contingency. To
This organization not only does na G. Hubbard, found an affinity
the class ándf not merely for the remedy this weakness in its make a good work in time of war, but for this reagent, Mr. J. W. Roberts.
up, two new features were added also -in time of peace. We^can From th constant action of the
honor of holding office.
The ideal senior never takes de at its meeting in December, 1908. refer to the efforts ,made by the adorns on this reagent a great neu
light in watching petty fights. He The new office of national director Red Cros^ societies of the’various tralization was noticed, before^ the
knows that more friends are lost was created, its incumbent to be countries by giving national exhi end of the year.
Facts observed.
The color
than gained from these little dis an executive office^ who was to bitions. An exhibition at the
putes. If he is ’ consulted about give his entire time to the work, Hágue was held in 1869, exclu changed from a vivid green to yel
any of these little disputes, he and to represent the Red Cross in sively for the work of these va low. Property of class spirit
takes the side of the right, no the distribution of money or sup rious societies. Other methods of more evident. Property of social
matter how much might be gained plies, in any cash of need. Also to raising funds are the publication spirit evinced by class parties,
on the other side. He often shows aid him in this work a new class of works bearing upon this sub class trips and baseball. The atoms
the uselessness of petty quarrels, of members of the society was in ject, some of which are scientific also absorbed a few grains of
....AND....
when they might be having a stituted, these to be called institu and , very valuable. During peace knowledge.
Conclusion.
Freshman
plus
one
tional members, and to be drawn nurses are trained to do good
good time.
The ideal senior never takes from the great charitable organi work. Efficient nurses áre the year equals sophomore. Action of
unfair advantage in athletics. 7His zations of the country; thus most difficult to obtain. There are four reagents on the original sub
reason is that it is much more to the effectiveness was greatly ih>; numbers of men and* women, who stance produced a homogneous
his credit to Jóse a game in a fair creased alike in thp collection and have the will and devotion necea» whole.
Experiment 2. Object, to change
fight than win by cheating. In a, distribution of funds,’ and the -sary to lead them into hospitals or
close game of baseball he would other demands upon its activfy. to the battlefields, but very few of a yellow freshman moleculé into
decide a doubtful score in favor
This statement'of the new and them are capable ;,of performing a red phosphorescent sophomore
of his opponents, if he knew he effective, organization of the Am well the duties of nurses. The re compound.
were right; He would in the end, erican Red Cross Society is of im lief societies soon found that wo Apparatus. Similar to preced
when the game and excitement mediate interest in view of the men were by nature much better ing experiment with the exception

THE IDEAL SENIOR.

were over, have fewer enemies. In
class athletics he always tries to
be fair to the undergraduates.
I think I can say truthfully that
no one of the members of the class
j>f nineteen hundred and fifteen
has all these qualities, but among
our number taken as a whole you
may find them all.—Horace M.
Robbins.
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.
He once said, “Well-directed am by. It never excited special ob the book I settled myself, comfort Hamilton was hardly through. He ^consider either of them, but rather
bition and perseverance will ac servation or1 merriment;, Among' ably in my chair and let my told us he, was a great inventor favored a rising young shoe merthese women who passed through thoughts wander. ,I. tried to imag- and eht latest product of1 his brain chant.
complish almost everything.”
(Continued from Page Three.)
As soon as Eva Was seated
Nearly all successful men owe our streets this wày were many*> ine à flock of Ke,wpies just as Rose would be of great benefit to man
dinary mental capacity have more to their .perseverance than noblè at heart. They made no O’Neil has described them. As kind. He had contrived a machine Horace Robbjns rose and in a com
gained honor and fame by their to their natural powers, their apologies for the homespun the rustling of the leaves beëame which, attached to a tree, instantly manding pose, that we all remem
earnestness and steadiness of pur friends, or the favorable circum dressés, never declared that they less persistent, I seemed to hear killed all the brown-tail caterpil bered he used to fondly iniagine
pose. Ulysse's S. Grant had a hard stances around them. “Genius looked like frights/ that if the a different sound and, . suddenly lars on it. We all chuckled tp our was that/ assumed by Edmund
struggle with fortune. He re will yield to great industry ; talent weather had not been 30 threaten there swiftly, came through the selves, as wé rériiembered how he Burke, began to deliver a grand
ceived only a common education is desirable, but perseverance is ing they should have worn their open window a group of very small used to.electrocute them singly in oration on a new tariff bill.. He
and between intervals of stùdy he more so.” At the present day silk one, that! going was novel to beings, all rosy and Soft, their the school laboratory on the T°Per~ was quickly brought to order by
worked oil his father’s farm. But eminent position in any profession, them but papa was engaged at, tiny wings fluttering spasmodic^ Holtz static machine. Harvey Harvey, who sat at his side, and
he grasped all opportunities with is the result of Hard, unwearied home with a gentleman from the ally. The Kewpie leader said in said he was married to a suffrage told him in a stage whisprir that we
a strong hand and with well-bal- perseverance. Genius darts, flut pity, and that they had put on a ;a quaint little voice, “Your wish leader, and his home life was very didn’t care about that; we wanted
to hear about him. Whereupon
anced mind made . the most of ters and tjres, but perseverance bold front and come themselves. has been heard, and it will ibe grat unhappy.
Eva King reported next. She Horace stated .briefly that he was
them.
wears and wins. ,
There wàs none of this in thèse ified,.” /Thereupon he placed two
Earnest, persevering and déterPerseverance has wrought from days. They used to deposit their tiny, soft hands.over my eÿes and said* that she was then perform a United States senator. He had
mined efforts of men sometimes the marble block the exquisite goods at a trader’s and get what said that for a time I should be ing in an open-air theatre. Her married a dashing widow with
carried into the future ten years. act was féney bqreback riding and eight children and was supremely
surpass what is accomplished by creations of genius, pointed on they wanted in exchange.
those born to be conquerors. Abra canvas gorgeous likenesses of naThere was at this time of ship ; When I opened my eyes I was drew large crowds.' Eva cbnir happy. He said he was very proud
ham Lincoln, without a good trire, and whitened the waters of building and marketing a certain standing all alone on à road which manded a fine salary and found when he saw them alj assembled
schqol education and with chances the world with the sails of a hun woman named Mrs. Shackley, who to me was very familiar. I was at the work pleasant. It seemed that in the gallery to hear his famous
for advancement apparently hope dred nations. It has levelled moun wanted to have a pillow filled with Wells Beach, where I had spent there were two foreign noblemen speeches.
When Horace’s sonorous tones
less, rose from his pioneer home tains, connected the ends of the feathers. She would have been so many happy days with the J. W. suing for her hand and Eva as
to the White House. Many great earth, reduced nature, in her thou glad for her husband to have had B. Club. I looked about me and sured us it was very amusing to had died away, Marion Hatch told
men, particularly those of Amer sand forms to as many Sciences, one, too, but admitted tliat she saw many changes. A short dis watch them glare at each otheir as us of her life. She surprised us
ica, begin life in obscurity, but' taught her laws, prophesied her Was selfish enoügh to be the first tance from me there was a large they waited fpr her at the stage very much by saying that she was
t nòne ever came from such depths future movements, and nearly còn- to have this luxury. One day-Mr. buildihg that I had never seen be éntrance. She said she wpuld not the wife of the President of Mexand rose to such a height as Lin queredthe entire face of the earth Shackley went to town and bought fore. It did not look like a hotel,
coln.
so that what was once a wilderhess a goose and a dozen eggs. A pen So I decided to investigate. As I
More depends upon an active is now a comfortable abode for of brush was at once constructed, approached I saw spacious lawns,
perseverance than upon genius. It man.—M. Edna Watson.
the eggs properly placed in a nest, and well-kept walks before it.
accomplishes whatever is great,
and the fowl was left to manage Over the door in large gilt letters
good and valuable. It has given c HISTORY OF KENNEBUNK. her own affairs/ When the War was written J. W. B; Club House,
..WEAR THE
to the world almost all the great
broke out Shackley and his family Utterly, bewildered, I slowly
inventions which make this the
For nearly a century, after the had to leave their cabin and go to mounted the steps, and entered a
most enlightened age in history.. first white settler located himself the garrison. One day Mrs. Shack large reception hall, which was
Professor Morse surmounted great in the territory now known as the ley ¥£eht back and found nine fine handsomely furnished. I began
obstacles; overcame the most dis town of Kennebunk it received but goslings, ^fiich she took to the to look about and on the wall I
couraging difficulties;’ making few accessions to its population, garriéop. When the war cloud saw some7 pictures which I recog
progress slowly, always persever notwithstanding the many facili had disappeared, Mr. and ¡Mrs. nized as enlarged snapshots taken
ing, until finally he had invented ties it afforded to the farmer and Shackley took the geese home with during our sojourns at Wells
the telegraph. It was through the the\ millhand. Why was it thus them. The feathered bipeds (grew Beach. I was interrupted by the
persevering efforts of Alexander disregarded ?. The most important »strong and multiplied, and in due sound of many voices laughing
Graham, Bell that the telephone reason was because of the change time both husband > and wife re and talking in an adjoining room.
was perfected over which at thè of government in England, which joiced in th© possession of a pillow I looked, in and to my astonishriient |
saw the entire class of 1915 assem
present) time one may talk across gave an uncertainty to the owner filled with feathers.
the continent.
The census of the town in 1830 bled there. I slipped in unnoticed
ship of these lands. The first to
' 'Look at na,ture. The lofty moun visit the Kennebunk and Mousam wa)s 2236. The quaint old census just as Marion Hatch, , our class
tains are wearing down by slow rivers was Bartholomew Gosnold, reads “Number of males, ohe, presidènt, rapped for order and
FOR SALE AT..
degrees. The ocean is filling up an Englishman, who in 1603 sailed thousand and forty-fivè; of fe stated that, as we couldn’t all be
by deposits from its thousand up these rivers with 32 men. Here males; one thousand one hundred heard at once, she thought it
rivers. The Niagara Falls Ijiave he saw nothing but the fires from a,hd ninety-one; aliens) six; blind, would be a fine idea if We were
worn back several miles through the Indian camps. John Saun two; colored, three.
each in turn to tell of our life as
the hard limestone over which ders, undoubtedly the first perma
There is, a story connécted with it was now, ten years after leaving,
pour the thundering columns of! nent settler on the territory now part of our town called Zion’s high school. We all heartily/
water, and will probably in time, known as Kennebunk, received a Hill. It is said that this name Was agreed tp this, so Maude Bragdon
drain thé great lake which feeds grant in 1625 on Little and Mou obtained ón the day when the li began by saying that she had just
the boiling chasm. All of these sam rivers. Other grants made cense bill was before the public; qome from San Francisco, where
Call 105-2
KENNEBUNK
works going on before us teach a about the same time were to This bill was defeated and one she had been teaching Chinese
great lesson of perseverance.
George Butland and William, Say- of the leaders that supported it children to cook and sing. She
Can anyone doubt the wonderful word. Henry Sayword, a native made a speech debouncing the; Ga modestly announced that she was "
power of perseverance who. has of England and a millwright by iette and wound up his talk as engaged to a young preacher who a
read the li^e •bf Helen Kellér, that profession, and two others were' follows: “We should have had no gave promise of being a second
it
exceedingly talented but unfortu given liberty to build a sawmill at; trouble at all about this liquor Billy Sunday. She then startled
nate person? Although deaf and Cape Porpoise falls bn Jan; 4,1699. business had it not been for those Us air by reciting something in a
blind, she learned to speak by plac On March 26, 1713, the- town -----people on Zion’s Hill.” This high, sing-song voice, which we
ing her fingers upon another’s lips granted to William Larrabee, 100 title given to the locality many were duly informed was our class
and to read and write. By her acres of land on the Mousam river. years ago has steadily adhered to qfle in Chinese.
We had hardly recovered from
hands she gains more knowledge From this time on there were many it, at first as a jbke, and then as a
We are Still Selling
than many1 who are gifted, by na grants and mills made on the Mou- convenient name, very few making our astonishment when* Richard
ture with more than ordinary fac sam and Kennebunk rivers. In an inquiry or indulging a thought Qrediford began his speech. He
said he was an extremely bûsy
ulties of I conception. Oliver Wen 1750 the population was about’ respecting its origin.
dell Holmes in ■ $ letter to Miss
hundred and fifty. There
The last and most important man, being the editor and sole coriKeller said, “I, am surprised at were 30 inhabited houses, a ineet- item in the eyes of most of us are tributor to a fashion magazine for
the mastery of language which ing housed, two sawmills in operas the*sçhools. There was no school men called “The Man and His
your letter shows. It almost tion und one in a dilapidated con house in Kennebunk until 1770. Clothes.” He > seemed boastful
, makes me think that the world dition. These dwellings were cold Prior to that date schools were and quite unlike his old self, for
would get along as well without and cheerless, scantily furnished, kept in private homes. It is said he proudly informed us his crea
We also offer you a fresh line of Canned
seeing and hearing so much.” Per- with boxes sometimes used for that the first schoolhouse was built tions were worn by wealthy and
haps people would be better in* chairs. Clothes were made of fur of logs, A certain person living distinguished men. \ As a form of
Goods, Eggs and Country Butter at
some ways, for they could not nd skins of \animals) There Were in Kennebunk at this time de récréation he interested himself in
fight as they are fighting now over no schools and there was no phy scribes it as having been six feet phptography. According to Rich
Lowest Possible Prices
in Europe. Just think of an army sician who could be summoned in high and open at both-ends? He ard, the Boston American felt fbrof blind people with guns and case1 of sudden illness. Frofli 1750 also states that the only way of tunaté indeed if it could display
cannon ! Think of thè poor drum to, 176Cf was a very prosperous entering this building was by op its front page a “photo by Credmers, too, ’ but they would be time for Kennebunk; there were climbing on a stile at thé end, and iford.”
Myra Seeley npw settled a point
spared the terrible sights and many grants taken up and many jumping down into the house. This
sounds of\war. Perhaps by ear mills built. This growth was re leàves us in some perplexity as' to that had been puzzling all of us,
nest,, persevering efforts wé may tarded in 1755 by the Indian war. the manner in which the pupils namely, “Who built the J. W. B.
in time do away with war alto-! This Was the “time that tried men’s went out. They jumped down six Club House?” Myra said that
souls.”
feet to get in, and it would seem shortly after leaving school she
gether.
Shipbuilding began on the Mpu- that there was no stile on the in had married a tall young neighbor
Thomas A. Edison has really
accomplished more by persever sam river, but it was changed in side so that their progress ¡must ahd moved to thè West, where they
ing than any other American in 1755 to the Kennebunk rivdr, be have been accomplished by some purchased a farm and settled
ventor. He has given tozthe world cause the latter was more navi expert climbing or a resort to the down. Rich deposits of oil were
found on their land, and they be
the wonderful discoveries which gable?/ From 1755 to 1880 there boosting process.
The schools in Kennebunk have came very wealthy. Shè had de
REDUCTION IN
have made him famous. Hè began were ships built, that had a total
life as a newspaper boy on a train); tonnage of 200,000 tojis; In the increased steadily. The pupils cided to do something in memory
hihdered by poverty, with but few Kennebunk river there were many have had better chances to learn of the J. W. B. Club, and so built
advantages and little education. obstacles that stopped the larger each year, and there have been jthis fine club house. It was to be
Hé paid little heed to his own com-/ ships from being launched. It was improvenients in all the school/ u£ed by thé K. H. S. alumni. Every
(Best Lamp Made)
All Lamps Guaranteed
forts and pleasures but devoted decided to build a lock to1 hold buildings. But Kennebunk needs summer; each class of K. H. S. was
his time to searching among the back the water after high tide aqd a new high school, bécause the to spend two weeks here with all
i o watt
60 watt I 36c
secrets of nature. The distinctive l>y the running in of the fresh present one is old" fashioned and expenses paid from a fund which
15 “•
inventive faculty and mere ¡mass water from the streams the hulks inadequate?/ May the time soon she had provided. She sat down
100
65c
20 “
of this great man’s work, gives a of vessels còuld flòat down the còme when Kennebunk will have ’mid the cheers and applause of
1
50
“
$1.10
25 “
striking idea of the force which river with ease. When the lock a new high school to go with the the class and exclamations such
250 “ $1.80
30, “
he; exerts in the nation’s progress.. was open , the vessels sailed popular playground.—Harvey A. as “No, one but Myra would have
thought
of
that!
”
Grant.
through«
This
lock
was
used
for
Think of hte great inventions and
We heard from Chester Hamil
useful achievements he has given 18 years, but no large ships have
ton next. He, like Richard, seemed
PROPHECY.
to the world. Hè has been granted been built in pur shipyards since
WEEK OF MAY 3-8 SPECIAL SALE ON
inclined to boast, for the first
nearly nine hundred patents. 1882.
I was sitting beside ah open thing he said was that he was
Much of his work was accom While the travel on water was
plished in the face of discourag fair, the travel on land was very window one day idly turning the Rearing a suit designed by Credislow, and on account of this there pages Of a magazine, when my fòrd, for which he had paid a large
ing financial obstacles.*/
It was last December that the was never very much meat or any eye fell on a colored page depict sum. He said, with a careless air,
$3.35
Edison manufacturing plant was goods that would spoil kept on ing the kind deeds performed by that he had just run across the
Regular Price $5.00
destroyed by fire. Mr. Edison be-, hand at the markets. The women those good little faities, the Kew- pond from Paris, where he was
gah at once to plan the buildings did the shopping then fpr the fam pies., I* thought as I looked at teaching dancing. He charged
Call and see them and leave your orders now
in the whole new plant, which he ily; »Thte men were needed in the them helping a poor old man arid enormous prides and was having
great
success
with
his,
latest
determined to build as fireproof/ fields and in the shops. It wduld the cross child, how very much I
He did nbt give the past a .thought,* be a/very amusing spectacle, in wished they could help me, for I dance, his own invention, the Taxi
no, not a hint of complaint or of these days/to see a woman going had before me the task of prophe Skid. He had married the Duchess
discouragement; but ¡every power to town bn horseback, with saddle- sying the futures of the members Cordini.
Harvey Grant, in his usual im
of thought and will concentrated hags filled with produce, but it I of the class of 1915. As the mild
on what he was going to do next. was no unUsual thing in days gone I spring breeze ruffled the leaves of patient manner, began before
Main Street^ Kennebunk

PERSEVERANCE.

WELL DRESSERS

HALLMARK
and HATHAWAY
SHIRTS
$1.00 and $1.50

Dresser’s

Daylight Store

A Penny Saved is a Penny Earned”

Fresh and Smoked Meats
at Reduced Prices

A. M. Seavey

Water Street

Formerly Tarbox Market

Westinghouse Mazda Lamps

} 27c

El. Hotpoint Grillstove

NORTON & HARDEN

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE. KENNEBUNK ME.

Bangor

Portland

Biddeford

Westbrook

• Malden

New Bedford

Framingham

Mo||

CLOTHING BARGAINS
fEve^ffered

W

■

:||

Men
• z A fortunate purchase of the entire surplus stock of a Boston z>
high grade clothing manufacturer, enables us to offer you men
and young men of York County about 140 high grade handtailored suite at less than actual wholesale prices. .
For business reasons we are not allowed to
disclose the maker’s name of these high grade
men’s and young men’s smart clothes. x We
N are free to say, however, that they represent
the very KigHest type of Mill, tailoring and
. designing in this season’s newest colorings
and patterns with plenty/ of staple, styles' to
choose from
\ .

And the most significant fact is that you are

getting values which represent a dollars-and- k
cents saving of 25 per cent, 33 per cent, even
50 per cent in sonie cases, with all the reliable

excellence you expect to find in our clothes.
We have divided the5 lot into two groups

GROUP ONE

6o SUITS, Regular
$15, $18 and $20 Qualities

12.45

THE “JITNEY” MYSTERY
derful what a little fixing up will
do for. her.
The elusive “jitïïèy,
idea
Opportunity^ knocks once at
eyety ffian’s q^qr; better be at Xepm| th, Wve beçn traced ,to its
home when the lady calls.
lair at last. ' Ever since this conThe world owes every man a Vep.iqnt transpqrtatiqn, device has
living, but the street corner -is a ^wept across. the;country, curious’poor collection agency.
minded folk have been trying to
' Don’t look for soft snaps; the discover the meaning and origin
hard snaps are the ones that have of the phrase, . It has/ dawned, on
the ginger in them.
the slowly comprehending East
Don’t spend so much time talk that “jitney” is a slang word for
ing war that you haven’t time left “nickel,” supposed to have been
to' talk business. - :
in vogue somewhere or other be
; If you'would like to have some- fore it won1 universal recoghitipn
bpdy/working for you, put a little rby being coupled with the ultra
money in the bank. '
modern autobus. But where the
It improves the soup to throw a term came from has remained a
rtittje pepper into it. Same way mystery. NoW „comes a retired
with a town.
.a;.■
cavalry officer with a magnificent
If you spend all that you own, name of George Washington Lee,
;some other fellow is banking your and in a letter to the New Yorlk
•moiièy., .
,i
Sun calls attention to this little
Many a young man goes away jingle, wbich- has long. beep, com?
to seek his fortune when Fortune mon, )ie says, . amon?g the Frenchis seeking for him at home.
speaking negroes pi Louisiana :
B|aste,r. your hous.eiand every-?
_Ét parèpurons sur, la rue.
body will follow your example.' Mettons jetpee.^danz Ji trou.
Lath and the world laths with you.
Et parcourons su rla rue.
. You’ve got to be a citizen in
Mettons jetnee—-si nqn vous x
order to vote; but; you’ye got to do
-'Promenez au nu!
a good deal more than vote to be
For the bénefi’t of thèse who.
a good citizem,
can’t figure out t;Ke diaièct French
If you will^.consider the men in, it might he translated as follows :
this town who are well off, y®u Put a nickel in the slot /
will find that most of them made
, For a/ridé along the, street
Itheiir money nerè.
Put a nickel in—r if not, \
4 The big things were not all done
March along in ÿottr bare feet.
dnTfhe big towns. Thè greatest J “Jetnee,” pronounced “jet-nay,”
poem in the English language was is then the original form of the
written in a country churchyard. word “jitney,” and the only new
There is only one better man thing there is about the jitney bus
than the man who gets behind and is the usé of electricity instead of
pushes in an effort to improve thè mule power. It’s as distinctly
town, and that’s the man who goes Southern as sweet potatoes, mo
ahead and pulls.
lasses and mint juleps.
SOME AUTO DON’TS.

IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE IT,
TRY IT
, The National Council of Indus
in staple and fancy worsteds, cheviots
trial
Safety
asks
thitti
all
autoffioand Scotch mixtures, all sizes *iv
bilists obey to the letter these ten
“It pays to. advertise” is as good
commandments of the road:
a saying for the farmer as for they,
r Don’t run too fast into or across business man in town,'according
main, highways.
to F. W. Habicht, a prominent
GROUP TWO
Don’t take blind curves too fast. 'lov^a ^farmer, living neat' Avoca?
. Don’t run on/the wrong side of That was hiswtestimbny given at
the road.
the conclusion of the tallsf on aid- *.
Ppn’tpass street; cars .when pas tiii^ng^^dt the farmer by F> W.
sengers are¡boarding or leaving. Beckman at .the annual farmers' z
$22.50 ai^$25.0(^Qualiti^:
Don’t fail to sound your horn short, course at Iowa State College;
before passing other vehicles.
v “I. have just written a postcard 1
L. Don’t fogret that a car or a per td |;he/editor of the Avoca JotiiS
in fine imported and domestic worsteds
son may be just around the turn. hal;” said Mr. Habicht^ \ “asking
and woolens',' beautifully tailored
Don’t forget that the other fel him to/change; an ad I had in his
low may be 4uji or reckless;
last ,issup: because most of the
Dop’t fail to look out for pedes stuff advertised . was .sold the >
trians,
'x .:.. .
.
^ay after the paper came out. I ;
To close 45 Boys’ all wool Norfolk Suits including some of our fanious Kleenkut Brand
Don’t forget that children dash put in an add offering for sale a
.
Ages 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17
. /
v
suddenly and unexpectedly.,
calf, soine choice hogs, and poul
$5 and $6 Suits to close, at $2.95
\ i
$7.50 and $8 Suits to close at $3.95
take ,i chance?« c That’s the try., About half of it was sold
simple, embracing rule. ,
to advantage 24 hours afterwards.. x
I wouldn’t be surprised if the
HE SOLD THEM, ALL RIGHT. rest of it were gone when I get
!.
_________ £„4^6% .
home. An add in the home paper
xWe have some respect for the always helps me sell my stuff.”
■^mpoth young man, who finding
himself without funds and strand,èd in a South Dakota town, did PARTNER WANTED — Either
mot wire, home for money,..but on j lady or gentlèman. I have a
a capital of a dollar, went intft proposition that there is money
business for himself. He brought ; in, a person with experience in
absolutely nothing into the town
managing a hotel or hbàpïtaï;
but the dollar. He left with quite / preferred. Call for a ■ personal
a bit of moneys It is a pretty. interview.';' Samuel Clark/ Ke'riMain St, BIDDEEORD, ME. 11«'
litle study ip~ .economics^ He / nebunk, Me.
was ! broke , almost. A hotel bill
jSta^èd him in the face... He was
^tpo proud to Wire ;home, for cash. FOR SALE — Village home, 9
rooms and bath, close to trolSo he determined to earn some.
leys, 5 minutes from P. O., plpnHe went to a printer and had him
ty of land. Samuel Clark, Ken, Mrs. John Lord of Brown street ciate havirig one sb conveniently at ■ Be a live one and the town will make him,up a lot of labels for a
SOCIAL EVENTS.
nebunk,. jtfC.
wonderful, .“furniture , ' polish.”
has invited the club and planned hand..
never be a dead one.
He stood off the printer and with
The monthly social meeting of for# it?-entertainment in the near
!. A nice front porch has prevent his, dollar purchased a gallon of
thè Dèlta Alpha; Cliib took place f|itute.
In Loving Memory of George G. ed many an old aunt.
maphjne.oil and só.me'.p|rit' bottles FOR tSAliE—Little Country Homie
last Monday at the Clarks’ cottage
Next Monday Mrs. Charles Grant, who passed to spirit life
Why should the town muzzle He,-jbottled the oil,, pasted the la . between Kennebunk and Kenpeat .Great Hill.
Goodnow will entertain! the Web Jan. 22, 1915.
dogs and not knockers?
b.upk Beach, close to Electric?/
bels and started out. He. , w^s
Miss Annie Clark and mother ber Hanhet Club at her^ cottage
Resolved/ That aS Mrl George i When someone plans to help the well dressed and a good talker.
stores, church, 1 ?choql, .etc.,„¿T
entertained the following people, at the Beach.
G. Grant of Kennebunkport has town, plan to help the plan.
K acres of land, house of 8 ropm?,
He
offered
to
pdlisfi
an
article
who made the trip from Kenne
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lunge en passed thpough the.gate? ajar pur
bunk in the jitney bus leaving at tertained a party at their cottage, .ranks'lose a true and devotqd Spir _ The best plans a man c?n have Qf, furniture - free for any lady * stable and hqnhoUsC, must . be
upon whom he called.
He did i sold. Samuel' Clark, Kenneto the future are house plans.
9.3a) jn.i Mrs. Joseph Hàmmond,.. Kennebunk Pond, over Sunday.
itualist. That he was a great suf
a
good
Job
in
each
case
and
was < bunk, Me.
Mrs. ¡Walter Smith, Miss Mary
ferer but bore the ills of the phy A good way to make the world entertaining. The price of the
bettey
is
to
begin
with
the
home
Varney, Mrs;. Carleton,. Mrs.. Geo,:
sical witb patience And fortitude. town. 5 "
wonderful polish, was 50 cents
OGUNQUIT.
Larrabee, x\Mrs. .Gordon Garter,
That rwe tender to Mrs. Lottiq M.
a bottle. He sold his first gallon WANTED—A small place in of
A
town
.js
JL^ke
.q,
perambulator
:
Miss' Mabel Kelley, j Mrs. Harry
Gardiner, his niece, the highest en
within a mile of Kennebunk or
of
oil for $4.00. With the money
ft:
isn
’
t
much'
good
unless,
it
is
Lunge, .Miss .Alice Varney,Mrs,
Camping is a piipulaf subject comiums; of1'praise for the tendpr
Weils Village, with two or^mpre
he paid the printer bought more
Samuel 'McIntire, Mrs. Clarice among the young people these days care bestowed upon hint diiripg pushed.
acres/>nf land. Samuel 'Clark,
oil
and
bottles
and
kept
on
until
Doni spend all your time telling
Webber, Mr$. Barbara Russell, and quit^a number of them are the^years of pain'and sickness.
I^ennebunk,
Me.
wbat you could do if>you ha,d some he had worked the town. Then
Mrs. Eva Hammond, Mrs, .Qilman planning to joiri with'the Kenne
We can say—
he
left,
paying
for
everything.
time;
Fiske, Miss E^ulaiie^ Wphb> Mrs. bunk and South Berwick groups lie is wktching from the gateway
Be like a ball player. The thing After he had gone a druggist and WANTED—A small, cheap place
Archie Clark, Mrs. Clarence Chris the nextTwo weeks at Bauneg Beg
On the bright celestial shore,
tie, Miss S(tella?Lunt, Mrs. Art^r, Pond. The boys leave Saturday Whispering to you words of cour he is always working for is home, a hardware dealer were among
with a garden spot that can be
v a Be one of the, leaders of the town those discovered that their wives . bought on easy payments. SamGoodwin, Miss Lucille Goodwin, morning for a week and then the
age
Archie Clark, John Webber and girls have their tuw; The large j Until you join him as of yore. / if you can ; bui, anyway, keep up. had bought “furniture polished” ■? uel Clark, Kennebunk, Me.
, If you think, a cow can’t laqgh from the -young* man,- alhoughi
chart showing photographs of last,
Lester /Uarl.etpni?,
for
joy,. let somebody sell you a each of them sold various kinds
Four different kind? of Vsalad? season’s camp scenes has attract
■; , s. > of, polishes in *their stores. Jhey TO DETy-Fafm -of .35 acres op,
were served, with sandwiches • of ed considerable! attention at the A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR good silo. ?
had never advertised them, how Estqs Kake, between Kennebunk
Don
’
t
be
a
grouch«
Everybody,
BOOSTING
KENNEBUNK.
post
office
the
past
week
as
¡many
all kinds, and also.cake and coffee
in this toyvn wishes you well, even ever, so how were the wives to
and< Sanfd^d-, pe;ar the electrics ;
of the faces were recognized as
for those who wished.
know?. The pathetic part of the' good buildings, \ neighbors, etc.
Don’t be the man that put sit thè doictòr.. ;
■ Thè afternoon’s ’prqgr^m, con Ogun quit and Wells boys and
Let’s pot be rrying ito stop somq^ itory/ is.. that.-thè - yòung man ' SamueLClark, Kennebunk, Me.
sisted pf card, playing:, games and girls. The camp is in charge of in*city. Building good houses builds, a thing all the time. Let’s start bought! thè ¿bottles from' the drug
a general social time by all. A y.. M. C. A. secretaries,. Hosmer
gist and from the hardware dealer
s'ojmèthiij^:.
light lunch, was served at the close and Winter of Kennebunk, a^ist-? good town.
A good town will do more to; he purchased, at 40 cents a gallon, TO LET—Fafrn in.Wells, 50 acres
Save a little; money and save a
of thè afternoon, just before' the ed by adult leaders' from all the
of land, lai*ge buildings ; great
kèep the boys at hbme than good the same oil that he sold to Mrs.
towns represented. Sickness -and lot of yrotry.
homeward trip,.,
çhance for summer boarder^.
Hardware Dealer fpr 50 cents a
. The next meeting of the club is accidents are 1 sb very rare lip Y. 4 Good roads led not only to town, advice.
SaimuelClark, Kennebunk, Me.
A
tewh
is
like
a
girl.
It
’
s
won

pint.
,
x
bpt
to
moneyl
expected , to be a lawn party» As M. CrA. campa that parents' appte/

80 SUITS, Regular

16.50

Sale Starts Thursday Morning at 8 o’clock

Terms Cash

ft

- *^^wB56

No Charge Tor Alterations

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.
Next Wednesday the Congrega KENNEBUNK LOWER VILLAGE
CAPE PORPOISE.
Asbury, Littlefield of Portland
WEST KENNEBUNK.
spent the week-end with friends tional chutcK will have a picnic at
arid relatives ari town.
Rehnebunk Beach. .
Saturday, June 12, Mr. W. H.
Mrs. Mary Huff is visiting her
The big sawdust pile at Np. 10
In observance of the arihual flag ■< A ministers’ convention of York Jackson reached his 82d birthday. son, Walter Huff òf Brookline, still continues to burn and prob
||| ably will till it ¿urns itself out.
day “Old Glory” was generally county was held at the Methodist He has many friends in this and Mass.
displayed from stores arid resi- church on Monday. Dinner was other,places who enjoy hplpipg
Mr. i and Mrs? Harold Knight
Mrs. Leonard Wood of Hyde
dendes on Moriclay.
served by the ladies of the church. him celçbrâtë the event; Mr. Jack- Park, Miss., is visiting relàtivès are housekeeping tip the upper
’sbn is a loyal,/ consistent worker
Mr. arid Mrs. Fred Nason were
chapel tenement. \
The annual picnic of the Unita
Mr. , and , 'Mrs. Fred A. Small and member of the A. C. local hé.re.
Portland visitors Tuesday.
Mrs. Jamés; Eaton óf Nòrth —
rian Society and Sunday School; have returned from à few days’
Miss Edna Card has been
Peroxide bath soap Idea cake will be held at Kennebunk Beach Visit at Bauneg Bèg and . are pç- church, and as he was being seat*- spending a few days with her sis Copway, , Ni H., is the guèst of her
eçl at the parsonage, where ’’those
spn, Perley S? Eaton. Hèr sister,
3 for25c. at Fiskés on ,the corner. on Tuesday, June 22. /,
dupying their new home On Pleas- attending the York county confer ter, Mrs. Dexter Hutchins of this
Mrs. , Ella Johnson bf .Cornish, is
Mrs» Gertrude McKinley is re
Iri recognition of his services as rint street. : ’ .
'place.
ence were entertained with, sup
with‘her.ported at this writing to bé quite umpire,throughput the high school1
MrS. Harry Ethérington has
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Little per, he noticed the tarile Was un
Frank Littlefield is painting the
baseball season^ Irving McBride
usually decorated. A. large, beau been confined to the house with interior of the lower chapel tepe-?
have
been
moving
this.
Week
field
Was
on
Monday
presented
bymem-'
( Joseph Dane and family spent
to, théjr new ¿pnie' on Summer tiful cake and bouquet with his mumps.
the week-end at their1 cottage at bers qf. that teani with a box of street, newly purchased from naine was laid beforri his plàçe. , Miss Etta AJlen pf West Kenne- ,ment réadyYor the new occupants,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Towne.
fine cigars.
the beach.
Henry Andrews.
Thé cake was prettily decorated riunk spent a part of this week
The new bungalow of Mrs. Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Consens “ Reports from across the water
with her sister, Mis. Kate Pink tha Noble, which is, being built by \
and.bore
the
date
of
his
birth
with
The Ladies’ Aid Society of- Aleof Lincoln street spent Monday ip indicate Lthat the German govern
the present date and his initials. ham. /
R. J. Grant,, is going right along,
ment takes a conciliatory view of wivè wish to announce that they This, With thie bouquet, wére the, , Mrs. Elizabeth Hutchins of this
Portland.
Miss Etta Allen attended the '
will hold another'of their food
the
Wilson
note
and
that
a
peace

Mrs. Mary Webb spent the week
gift of-Mrs. W; A'AEmery and were place underwent an operation at exposition in Portland last Wed
sales
at'George
Cdùsêns
’
store
oil
-end at her cottage, the “Midget,” ful conclusion of the controversy
Saturday, July \ 3. . Everybody, greatly appreciated by the receiv Trull hospital on Tuesday of this nesday.
will be reached.
àt Great Hill.
|
er. At the close of the supper week and is reported as doing
Mv- and Mrs? Sidney Towne are
come. /
'
tx
Pastor Terry, ' iri • wèìhchpsèn finely.,
Ernest Ricker has gone -to, A party of 24 members *qf the
oarding at George Fletcher’s.
words, presented an envelope with
Jesse Jenkins ¿ad a bad attack
Kennebunk Beach to spend the military company visited ,Kenne
Mrs. W. C. Lapierre, with hèr
BASEBALL.
bunkport Monday -evening and
a neat sum of money from the daughter Doris, is. visiting rela f appendicitis last week but is
' summer with his patents.
held a drilltin E[aek square. Sev
church and Loyal Workers’ Socie?- tives in Portland' arid Gundy’s ow able to lie out, again.
Mr. Arthur ¡Brown of Boston is
eral enlistment^ were secured
The Biddeford Shamrocks,, cap ty, to which Mr. Jackson respond Harbor.
, Thè gopds inf the Depot stor.e
the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Charles
during thexevening.
tained hy “HappyHarry» Hazel ed in his-usual original, and'witty
Stevens, at the Landing.
Work of building a sidewalk, áre finally sold opt#
Everett Littlefield of Kenne
A seven ounce cake of transpar / The hay crop, which had such ton, were Kennebunk, visitors Sat manner. On the whole it was a beginning atf the square 'and ex
ent glycerine soap for 10c. 3for 25 a good start earlier in the season^ urday afternoon and were royally happy day 'for him, and’ all who' tending? south by the Sinnett bunk has started a grocéry rpute
know ¡him wish for himmany more hpùsè, was begun recently.
badly in/ need bf ¡rain and un
this way. Richard Mitchell is the ’
at Fiskes; on the corner;
Adv, id
less some relief in »¿is direction entertàinéd'on the playground dia Sdèh birthdays.
U •f
driver.
Mrs. Nathan Eastman of/ Ciln'Miss Pansy Felch was the is' forthcoming the harvest vtrill mond by the town baseball team.
Mrs. Hubbárd Day of Alewive is
Mr. ¡and Mrs. Charles St., Clair cly’s Harbor spent a part of last
guest of MisS Annie Clark' at the hardly be up to the normal. f
The entertainment was in the line and driughter spent the day ,,Sunip Worcester, Mass., with' hér two
\Veek at the Càpe.
latter’s cottage at Great Hill.
sons t¡o have the older one oper
• During the first week of the of a hitting and base-running ex iday with friends at Old Orchard.
Miss Sadie Emmons of Boston, ated on for adenoids.
Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Newson have Maine State Exposition, nbw being
opened a store 'and ice yream par [held in Portland, and veritably the hibition, being mûch enjoyed by I The York K county conference, Mass., has been visiting relatives
Mrs. Walter Tripp still contin
lor in the, Marshal störe at the greatest display of the Pine Tree all concerned for eight inriings, which was held at thé local Ad here. Miss/ Emmons is the daugh ues on the sick list. Miss Bertha
¡when the visitors, feeling ¡that the ventist ChUrchV this, past week,
Landing.
State’s natural wealth ever gath tfternoon had npt been spent in çlosed Sunday night., Tihe meet ter of Milton Emmons, a native of Lovedaytis her housekeeper.
this place. On her return to Bos
Mrs. Samuel Clark arid daugh ered under one ropf, 55,000 visit;
ings were Well atterided. A special ton shé was accompanied by her
airi
arid
that
enough
inside
baseter, Amy, of Winter streßt, are at oTs were in attendance.
SACO ROAD .
feature of the Sunday-School ses
their cottage at Great Hill for a . Rockland’s Memorial Day- ob baily had beeri learned to permit sion On Saturday afternoon was grandfather, Jonas Emmons, one
them, after a little practice, to win,
of the Cape’s oldest residents.
Archie Bartlett’s Western, mare
few days.
servance Wais recorded in/moving à game or so if too strong teams tlfô awarding of the rianner to the Although so advanced in years,
recently
presented him with a fine
Miss Amy Clark has accepted a pictures, the big parride, exercises, ¡were not selected to make .such Bërwick Sunday School. 1 The con
Mr. Emmons ha,d a strong desire little mule. We ¡extend? congratu
position in the office of the A. S. L. etc., all being filmed. These pic ^attempts upon, called for a cessa test for the banner will not begin
to visit his son and see the sights, lations.
Railway and will begin her duties? tures will soon be shown through tion'of hostilities, i f'
until September, as the sûmïner in Boston.
Ashton Hoyt is the proud owner
about the middle of the month.
put the country and will be a last
Ddniels toed the rubber for.; the months are not conducive to regu
Niinari ' Sistersx opened their of a fine little filler. It is a fine
Mr. and Mr(s. Barrett were Port? ing advertisement to the' enter visitors’in the first inning, ■ allow larity in attendance! and all must
store for the season oh Monday of breed,, both dam and sire being of
land visitors during the first of the prise and patriotic' spirit of the ing the locals two hits and hitting have a fair opportunity.
this
week. Home-cooked food will trotting stock. He has been of
Knox
county
city.
<
week. 'Miss Ricè substituted at
Stanley H« Piérice arrived home /bri on sale and Miss Kate Nunari fered a big price for hev, but re
a pian, which liberality combined
the store while the manager was
The presence of mind of Charles with , a sacrifice and two errors be Saturday after being away 21 will conduct a tèa room from 3 to fused it.
\
away.
Hood/ a member of Mousam Hosp hind hiip netted four runs. He was months.' He has been attendirig 5 o’clock each afternoon.
Aldo Drown also has a fine colt,
Taylo^ Rice, wih his; wife of Co. No. 1,/averted what might oth replaced in the second, inning ¿y Aurora1 College, Aurora, Ill. Also
Miss Martha Campbell of Bos showing that Kennebunkport is up
a piipil. at Columbia Conservatory
Boston and their, granddaughter, erwise haye been a serious Con “Zip” Dorgari.
ton,
Mass., is visitirig her piece, in stock raising. ?
Miss /Nickerson of New York are flagration , Monday mornirig. At Lamontagne, the smallest man in the same city.
Mr. arid Mrs. D. W. Hpdlqck
Mrs.
Richard C. Nuhan.
stopping a few days with Mrs. ¡an(/early hour a blaze i was discov on the teain, promptly doubled to , Mr. arid Mrs. Joseph Dixon Of
were recently guests of, their
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Crosscup
of
Lynn,
ered in, the rear of the, Mousam deft and he, with Libby; Who got Spilth Eliót, Mrs. Mary Pagò Per
< Reeds.
grariddaughter,-Mrs. G. L. Seavey,
The Greenleafs, Lunges, $ir. Hokse and Mr. Hood, who was in from the plate to Second when Ay kins of Exeter, N- H., Mr. and Mrs. Mass., have mbved into that part Cape Porpoise.
and Mrs. Christie, Mr. and Mrs. the vicinity, rushed to the scene otte fumbled his hard grounddr, A. H. Clark of Berwick; Elder Wil7 Of the ' old Pinkhairi house oWned
Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Ross of. •
Harland were the recent guests of and quickly subdued it .'without scored on Davis’ single^ Winter, liam Glidden of Ossippee, N. H., hy Miss Mabel Pinkham.
Rqck HaVen Farm, Biddeford, and,
Albert Nunan of Lynn, Mass., family were Sunday’ guests of*
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur GoodWin at the necessity of calling the depart Maxwell and Barker went pût on Were1 among the visitors here for
ment. .
was at the Cape one day this week. friends at Kennebunkport.
easy flies. After another inriiiig, the conferènce.
Long Pond. :
Mrs. ’Frémont Chick of Lynn,
Miss Louisé Clough led the Iz
Ernest Benson spent Sunday
t"Mfs'.- Charles M. Stevens vhas , F. H. Maxfield,/1 the Socialist when the locals scored four runs,
Dorgan
resigned'
in
disgust/
being
worker
whq
was
scheduled
tp
Mass.,
is* stopping at the home’ Of and Monday in Portland as the
W. meeting Tuesday evening.
been entertaining Mrs. Herbert
her parents, Mr. and Mrs: D. F. guest of Norman Wells.* He also *
' Jordan of Bridgewater^ MaSs., at spedk in the, square Friday night, replaced by Rogers. But two runs
CJùff.
visited his uncle, Ralph Benson. ’
her cottage at Gooch’iis Beach the but was obliged to cancel his en were secured off Ips delivery in
WELLS DEPOT.
two
inriings,
'but
finding
the
hurl

gagement^
on
account
of
adverse
Miss Hazel Stone is one of a
Mrs. Charles Huff, whom we
past few days.
ing end. rather strenuouà and not
hoù^e party of 11, K. P. H. S., class love, reported as being critically
The Delta Alpha clàss was eri- weather conditions, was on hand to hid liking he/prevailed upon the
MisS
Lucy
Jacobs
closed
a
suc

tertairied By Miss Annie Clark at Monday evening, btlt, there being good natured though ¿.discouraged cessful teriri of school atVElm of 1915, j spending a week at fhe ill, is improving, her ihany friends1
summer nóme of l^dwin Smith at will be pleased to le^trn.
her cottage at Great Hill last Sun .no apparent possibility of collect-]
captain tp replace, him with Ay Brook division last week and has
, / Little Varian Elizabeth Benson
day. Twenty-two were presents all ing a crowd, he did not speak? Mr. otte. Four runs were gathered in returned to her home in Thomp Beachwood.
Maxfield proposes to return at .a
had a birthday Monday, June 14,
Miss
Evelyn
Perry
begari
work
of whom report-a pleasant time.
later dale when his coming will be the sixth, blit'.the nexy man was son, Conn.
her seventh. She entertained a
Monday
morning
at
the
store
of
. William P. Allison, Miss Lavina generally heralded.
^thereafter effective.; ’
Miss Grace Littlefield of Boston L. E. Fjetcher. 1
few little friends,? Emma Clark,
Knight and Miss Laura • Knight
The visitors tallied in the fourth was the guest of her parents, Mr.
Eight more> than, the ¿required
All three schools closed last Eleanor Thompson, Donald Wells
were Portland visitors last week
and
fifth. Ayotte, who walked to and Mrs. O. H. Littlefield, recently.
65
enlistments
in
the
coast
artil

week
for the summer.vacation. and Grammi. The afternoon was ■
»and attended the Maine State1 Exfirst rind stole second and third, ’ Charles Brown of ¿Kennebunk
Tliei’e was a large graduating class sperit playing games. Lunch was
, position n.ow being held in that lery company have been secured còiriirig in on Barker’s, high throw
called on friends here Triesday.
arid on Monday evening Rev. C. H.
from the grammar school, and one served, consisting of fancy cakes?
city.
McVey telegraphed Adjutant Gen to .first. A single and double in
Mrs. Isaiah/Boston is caring for pupil, Miss Hazel Stone, who ice eream and fruit. Variari was
A seven ounce cake of transpar’succession was responsible, for the
eral ‘Presson to that effect. Mr.
Mrs. Evelyn Hilton.
graduated from K. tP. H. S. The remembered by her7 friends with (
' ént glycerine soap for 10c 3 fof 25
McVey has since^ receivedl word, other. ,
Master
George
Lalley
of
South
schools ? had their usual ; picnics, pretty presents. *
at Fiskes on the corner.
Adv. from General Presson that Capt.
John Davis, pitched the entire
Berwick'is visiting his aunt, Mrs. the primary teacher, Miss Safari , / The grammar »school graduation^
/ Mr. and Mrs. L. J? Carleton are Kendall, examining surgeon of thb game for Keniiebunk and demon
Nettie
Waterhouse. ;
Webster, taking her pupils to a Was held at-ithe Farmers’ Club Hall
on a trip tb Kazar Falls, where hospitkl corps connected With the strated his ability in every inning.
nearby grOye; tihe intermediate ' Thursday Evening, and .was the ,
At,,
the
Baptist
church
Sabbath
they will attdrifi. the graduation ex- artillery reserve, will be in Kenne ' His home run'in the fifth with one
teacher, Miss'Martha Clifford, and best ever ’held here. The girl
\ erçises at the Portersfield Sèmîn- bunk Friday evening and give re ipn basé was easily the feature of •morning the pastor took fot his
graduates were 'sweet, in white,
ary, both having been graduates cruits, the. necessary physical ex the game and his fourth four-base text words fouridtin Luke ¿2d, 31 pupils going, by hayrack to Reach and the boys were sinart and fine.
wood; and tirié grammar School,
and 32.
bf that institution?. *
amination. On Monday evening bingle of thë seàsori.
George Tarbox, teacher, to Picnic All did well their parts. The sing
The
Kennebunk
team,
under
the
Topic,
for
the
evening
was
a
The town baseball team. will Col. Petbrson arid] the adjutant of
ing; exercises were much enjoyed.
Rocks, Kennebunkport.
play the Sanford Independents on the corps will be present and mus management of Dr. Hawkes';< ap “Fatal Look, or Looking Toward
The little ones hadzbeen drilled
, the playground next Saturday ter the company into the service pears to be a well-balanced aggre ■Sin,” Genesis, 19, 2^. x
by
their singing , teacher, Miss
MOODY.
afternoon. The Sanford aggre of the Statp of Maine. Within a gation and is composed* of all home , The baked béan supper at the
May Atkins, who has been untir- [
Mrs, Walter Mathews has ing in her work and intent. Her '
gation is one of the fastest in this short time will come the election jrien? each one being particularly Baptist vestry last week was a sucpart of the State and a livelÿ/'in- of officers and on receipt of the adapted for -the, assigned position. cesS both socially and financially.; bought the Frank Grant farm. pupils showed by their singing
teresting game id anticipated.
uniforms and other equipment the McDonàJ as catcher, made his \ The Ladies’ Missionary Circle Mrs. Mathews and. little son »will that Kennebunkport is ^favored in?
first àpperiratìce on the playground
Mr. and Mrp. John T, Ward àn- town can boast a full-fledgd ffiili- as did Maxwell, the fleet-footed met ¡at the Vestry Wednesday aft be à welcome addition tp our regard to teachers in all branches
neighborhood.
ernoon.
as welt as in singing. We say with
, riounce the engagement of their tia company. center fielder,* and 'hotly contrib
Mr? Reed of Boston has arrived honest pride that we thihk Kenne
daughter, HeJbp Josephine, to Mr,
Miss , Gladys Tiittlefiejld was uted in large measure tb the suc
at his cottage.
bunkport can challenge any town
MARYLAND RIDGE.
Leon Hartley Smith of Portland. given a surprise p^rty .ahd linen cess of the afternoon.
Mri E. T. Ricker of Philadelphia, in the county, for a brighter, finer
Mr; Smith is a graduate of Bow- shower at her home on High Street
Evqn the umpires were visibly
The Maryland Ridge Church who lately visited at the home <if and smarter lot of girls and boys.,
doin College in the class of 1910 last Wednesday evening, • being affe.cted by the vagaries of JtShe
will
observe,-Children’s Day next H. B. Littlefield,’has ¡been quite; ill This is not boasting, but true, hon
and is engaged in business, in the recipient of many pretty rind game, Malloy threatening to quit,
Sji^day,
June? ¿0, at 2 o’clock at with the grip since returning est pride in our/girls and , boys,
, Portland.
useful gifts. • A pleasant evening claiming exhaustion as good and
hoihe?
who, we feel, will make good iri*
i , Meet me àt IJiskes Drug ^store ;Was>xs^enjr about the piano and re- ’sufficient reasori why he should not trie dnrirch'v All are invited’, tp
1 Edith Horton of Boston, Mass:, the future. Tqachers, scholars
come
and
enjoy,
a
pleasant
hour
i ÿ’iskqà Drug store on thecorner. ,freshments . served. The affair longer stand in the warm sun, and
is visiting her aunt,’ Mrs. Charles and superintendent are congratu
On ¡Tuesday afternoon Ralph was a surprise in every way to Beety, unable to/ repress admira with the children.
Wilson,
y
lated for their fine lot of boys and
Mrs. C. O. Littlefield of Canton,
Seavey, one of our versatile young Miss'Littlefield When bp her early tion for one of Davis’ plate-cutThe Bluebird tea-room is open/ girls, who have such fine teachers.
Ill.,
with
Jier
friends#
has
arrived
■ men, demonstrated one more of his- rrqturn from a /shoppipg tour she tèrs, ejaculated “Gee, that’s a good
for thè summer.
We extend congratulations. The
< accomplishments, that of a .horye- fount! the assembled guests; It one” before rendering his de'ei- at her summer home here.;
- Mr/ Charles Hurd rias bought program appears in another part
S breaker, subduing; : Wilbur Wßb- was1,somewhat of a surprise to the sion. ',r.
George Wentworth is working
the Earnest Boston property and of this iissue.
? ber’s spirited 4-year-old in about majority there to. know that the
When K Dorgan had beep rele at 1 Watson’s mill# near Milton# is remodeling the cottage. He
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Ward have
‘ an hour and a quarter. Mr. Web- occasion Was being given on 'Mr^. gated tofthe right field from tfib1 ® H.
has razed the old barn and we , un arrive^ at River View fam. Mr.
< ber, with assistance, ; had har- Littlefield’s birthday. Those pres pitcher’s slab he Was overcome by , Little Geneva, daughter, of Mr.
derstand is tp build a modern and Mrs.' Baker Will come later.
. nesséd the animal into a wagon ent were: Mrs. Blanche Fearon, a lassitude the seriousness of and Mrs. L. M. Dockham, is ,on the
garage in its» place.
Quite a nuinber of cottagers
and reached the square in front Misses Ethel and Judith Furbish, Which called for complete rest and sick list at present,,
Harold Littlefield is nqw the have arrived here and business is .
I of his store ifi safety; but^.there-, Miss May Sipall, Miss Genevieve after sleeping through two in ,Miss Edith. Littlefield finished
proud' possessor of a bicycle and picking up wonderfully,
after, his powers /over untamed Fletcher, Mrs. Spiller, Mrs. .Myr nings undisturbed, thé. Shamrocks her School last Thursday and took
Philip Benson will celebrate his
horsè flesh ceased. Mr. Sqayey, tle Littlefield, Mrs. Gprald Rose, drewXUpcm the Kennebunk reserve her pupils and their parents\n a is qualifying in his spare time for
inspector x>f highways.
fifth
birthday jrine 17,
' who was passing# offered his serv Miss ¡Ruby, i Rose,; Miss Winifred and replaced him with* Joe Burke. picnic to Wells Beacli Friday. j. Miss $elia Dixon of Ogunquit
Our college boys, Lewis Baker
ices, which were accepted, and ^itts, Mrs.t Marcia Martin, Mrs,.. A. Joe made futile efforts when at The, day was much enjoyed by all,
[ria's been engaged as . operator at and Lawrence Ross, will be home,
within the time mentioned met H, - Somers, Mrs. GharUs. Rose, bat tof connect with his former especially the children.
\the central telephone office,.
from Batesj Lewiston, next week,.
with such success that even an Mrs? Bert Furbish, Mrs./ i Oscar teammates’ slants, but all damage
Miss Edith Littlefield left for
A wedding is. whispered of in Ross to act as conductor for the
automobile had no terrors for Mr. Mitchell and Mrs. Gordon L. Car was confined to the balmy June at Beverly Saturday# where she will
Riis vicinity, but we missed their Atlantic Shore .Railway arid Lewis
'
Webber’s future record breaker. ter.
mosphere.
visit her aunt, Mrs. Blanche Cole. names.
will work in the post office.
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.
man
ico. She said she had great influ signed his position, to accept a make their place in the world. Yet gress; a bitter,
ence with her husband and daily principalship at Exeter, N. H. more changes are still to come. in Gates’ army. He, who was
she was interviewed by many peo- During his supervision an event of Even at the present date there are Gates’ ¡superior in every way, was
Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modem machinery ijlewho
tointer'ede no little importance took place rumors about the building of a forced to do his bidding. Gates
Custom Work. Ladies’Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol- » ‘he!r>She “formed us when, on the lOtli of April, 1870, new high School which will fulfill was so sure of victory that he or
the old academy building in which the urgent demands of manual dered Arnold to remain in his, tent
ishingParlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays/
tion for two months, a notable rec the high and grammar schools training, agriculture, better labo should a battle occur.
When at last the morning of the
ord. Marion said she had come were kept/ was burned to thfe ratories, and more room for social
MAIN STREET
KENNEBUNK, MAINE to the reunion in her own private ground. The cause of the fire was festivities.—Richard V. Crediford. conflict dawned, bright and clear,
aeroplane, which; she operated unknown. Temporary accommo
Arnold watched from hie tent the
herself.
>
dations for the school were made
course of the battle. Robbed of
BENEDICT ARNOLD.
Just at this time loud voices at this time, thus allowing the
all power to command, he had no
were heard issuing from a corner school work to go on. The towns ' As I was reading, not long ago., right to fight, much less to order,
of the room, where Paul Wehber people voted to rebuild the school an account ¿f the battle..o^ Sara smarting under the taunts of
land Edna Hubbard seemed to be, house at oiice, and a sufiicient sum toga, whéte Benedict Arnold led Gates,. thirsting for a chance to
having a dispute of some kind. was raised fqr the purpose with a^ gallant a charge as ever was redeem himself, and stirred by the
Paul explained that he andi Edna enthusiasm. The new brick build made, I thought of the great injus familiar sounds of battle, his emo
were joint owners of a moving pic ing with its neat exterior appear tice that had been done him, not tions overcame him and, leaping
ture cbmpany aha that he was ance and well-furnished rooms ac in condemning his treason, but in up.qn his horse, he shouted “Vic
remonstrating with Edna for buy commodated the high school stu passing so lightly over his virtues, tory or death,” and plunged into'
ing, with ,the firm’s money, large dents oni the lower floor, while the and in giving him credit for so few the thickest of the fight. The sol
quantities of licorice which she upper floor was given over to the of the many services which he diers welcomed ■ their, old com- .
gave away. Edffa retorted that needs of the grammar school schol rendered so cheerfully to his mander with a cheer that rose
Glasses Made arid Repaired^,While You Wait
above the noise of battle. All day
giving away licorice to poor chil,- ars.
couhtry.'
On the evening of March 1,1872,
idren was her pet charity and that
Realizing the , deep-séated and long he rode, wherever the fight
as half the firm’s money was hers the first graduating cliass, consist lasting resentment felt toward him was fiercest he was there shout
i she should continue in her present ing of six pupils, five girls and for his treason, I fear yoq will lis ing words of encouragement to
one boy, were "presented With di ten with some impatience to such his, troops;. As Arnold, was about
course.
Crystal Arcade
Biddeford, Maine
As soon as this difficulty was plomas at suitable exercises. Thus á topic; but I wish to deal only to give orders for a final charge
settled, Frank Sanborn told us we of today cannot but realize that with his patriotic services, his he received a’.shot in his thigh/
that he was stationed at the Fiji Kennebunk was progressive along heroism, and the wrongs which breaking the bone; blit he cried to
islands, where he made'a good educational lines, endeavoring to drove him to desperation, ¡ and his soldiers, “Rush on, my brave
living writing poetry. He said the the best of its ability to give to its changed: one of the bravest gen boys, rush on!” An American sol
natives' seemed to appreciate his growing generation a better liter erals ofzthat age to the most hated, dier, seeing Arnold fall, rushed
verses and that he was soon to ary standing than the students of and despised of men. J wish tq forward to kill the man that shot
wed a/.fair young missionary. the “old schoolhouse” could pos speak of some of the good Traits him, but Arnold ^topped him, say
Frank promised ¿that after dinner sibly acquire.
of the man as truthfülly and fair ing, “Don’t hurt him; he did but«fr Cîann’Q THE JEWELER
Within the next three years ly as I should had he died bn the his duty.”
» KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.
he would read us a translation of
This was the hour for Benedict
jiis famous masterpiece, “Ode to after the completion of the hew field bf Saratoga.
building many steps were taken in
the Suffering Codfish.”
For Benedict Arholji'/the patriot Arnold to have died. Had he died
We heard from Leslie Titcomb trying to work out rules anti regu and soldier, I ask a hearing;1 for of this wound received at the nionext. He said he Was head physi lations for the schbol, some of the Benedict Arnold, the traitor, I ment of victory, after, saving the
life of his enemy, history would
cian in an insane hospital. He most important being as follows: have no plea but, “guilty.”
H. S. must be at
His early life was spent at New paint him in a different light, but
found his duties very fatiguing Candidates for
and during the baseball season least 12 years of age, and hold a Haven, where he was engaged iff fate would not häye it sov He had
often stole away to the park to certificate of’ qualification from a large and successful business. another part to play in the chang
watch his favbritei team battle for the grammar school. Each stu He owned a great number of trad ing scenes of war, a part which
the hohors. , Leslie also frequent dent must be able to pass an ex ing vessels, with which he carried Irving said will jnake his name
ly called bn Olive Clark to help amination in reading, writing, o$ an extensive trade with the, “sadly' conspicuous to the end of
her make plans for a splendidly spelling, arithmetic, United States West Indies. When the war broke time.”
The many wrongs that Arnold
equipped gymnasium which Olive, history and grammar. This was out against Great Britain he was
who had married a wealthy bank to consist of 16 questions, 11 of one of the wealthiest men ih_New had received at the hands of Gates
er, contemplated presenting to K. which had to be answered satis Haven; and his prospects were as and Congrteäs he borq without a
factorily.
good as any merchant in the (colo murmur, but when the ingratitude
H. S.
A Mr. Melcher of Brunswick and nies. He was happy in his home, bf his1 country was shown by the
It was now Edpa Watson’s turn,
and we listened with iffterest while a Mr. H. W. Chapman were the and blessed with a family which court martial at Morristown, he
she told of taking parties.of rich next two principals in order and claimed his care and attention, Was driven to desperation and
school girls abroad. She had did all in their power to benefit but when the liberties qf his coun tteVer recovered from the wound
crossed the Atlantic ten times and and uplift the standard of the try were in danger and alllier sons it inflicted on his pride. It was
One pound of Corona Dry will do the work of
suffered with seasickness every school. The number of students were called to: its defense, he more than his sensitive nature
two or three pounds of paste and do it more thortime. When they visited Monte at this time increased gradually, cheerfully obeyed the call and could bear and from that; time he .
lived and hoped for reyenge;, nqt
|||hly.
Carlo, Edna always lost all her and a regular outline of studies was one of the first in the field.
money at the tables and arrived was required which varied but lit At this time Arnold was bénf upon his country, but its governs,
home in a penniless condition. tle from those taught at the pres bn surprising Fort Ticondetoga ment tha^; had caused all these
Corona Pry will save you freight on 50 per
Edna said she didn’t have the cour ent day, except that they are not before the garrison had completed things to pass. When he secured
cent, of water and also freight on extra heavy
age to cross again and in the fu so strictly divided into courses.
its defense, and thus strike an the command of West Point he
During the eighties the school eqrly and important blow for his saw his chance. By giving up this
containers to carry paste.
ture she had decided to settle
down and run a matrimonial bu progressed rabidly under worthy country. He wont to the Massa important position to the English
instructors who took great pains chusetts Congress and obtained a he could easily terminate the war
reau.
The Corona product has been put to the test
in trying to make the work morei right to lead the expedition. Then and Secure everything but inde
They
had
all
spoken
now
but
and proved to have the highest per cent of actual
our class prophet, who rose and regular, to enforce good discipline he returned to organize his men pendence for his country.
killing power.
His only motive may have been
started to say, I know not what,., and to endeavor to send out worthy only to find that an expedition for
for just then the book slipped from graduates. The town, which Jield the same purpose had already revenge, but let us try to believe
Corona can be weighed or measured easily
my grasp and the curtain flapped a lively interest in the welfare of started out, under the leadership he had the suffering of his people
violently in the strengthened the high school, made many im-, of Ethan Allen. When Arnold in’mind when he plotted with the
and correctly. A standardization of spraying
breeze. As I sat pondering on provements in the building, mak overtook them he showed Allen English. Be that as it may, he
mixture can be accurately made.
what had just passed, my common ing it more commodious,, sanitary, his commission and claimed the1 failed in his purpose, and no one
sense tried to tell me I had been and better equipped for the re command, but Allefi refused to wilj ever know-just what ends he
dreaming, but I chanced to look quirements necessitated by, mod recognize it, so Arnold gave up hoped to reach. He risked all;
out of the window and I saw a ern improvements.
his rights to him and asked for a his punishment has been terrible
little z round Kewpie face, all
Although the school was on a musket to servé as a volunteer. but just. Had he died while lead
perkéd up at the corners, just dis well-based curriculum in the year By this generous act Arnold saved; ing his troops before Quebec or
appearing behind the lilàc bush. 1892, still further changes were the expedition from failure and on the field of Saratoga, his faults
—Vera M. Stevens.
made, such as grouping suitable turned it into success, although it would; be lost in the glory be
stowed upon him. After all, Ben
subjects together under the spe gave the glory to another.
Large stock of ENSILAGE CORN
edict Arnold did well in giving to
z
Arnold
’
s
restless
mind
>
now
’
cific,
courses;
English,
scientific
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BUNK HIGH SCHOOL.
abling students to choose wisely culties weré so great that his im of treason with a story s0 sad that
no one;will ever follow in his foot
The high school of today, an im according to their natural ability agination was fired. He proposed steps.—-Leslie B. Titcomb.
his
-plan
to
Washington,
wffiich
and
taste.
portant factor iff the life of every
Prosperous conditions of the was to lead an expedition through
ambitious young man or woman,
did not come to be an institution school prevailed under the super the Maine Woods tb Quebec.
of so much note and consequence vision of the following principals: Washington liked the plan and se
without
a great deal of hard strug Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Thomas, Mr. lected Arnold to lead one of the
Young women, going to
Dealer In
Boston to work or study,
gling and planning by our parents Emerson, and Mr.! Dennison, our most difficult enterprises ever dnany lady going to Boston for
and citizens. They had come to present principal. 'Each has done dertaken lit America, and he
pleasure or on a shopping
trip without male escort will
realize the great need of a higher honorable and noteworthy service showed a generalship and courage
find the
during the periods of their prinev rarely' if, ever surpassed. Success
education.
I36 Main Street
was impossible, but Arnold, never
Franklin Square
Large cities were not the only palships.
The coiriihg of the 20th century thought of turning back until he
places, where the necessity of
House
BIM
Tel. 246-3
founding
a high school became ap with its new demands resulted in was seriously, wounded and his
a delightful place to stop. A
parent, for small towns became in- a desire >for social activities and ammunition was gone. On that
Home-Hotel In the heart of
Boston exclusively for wo
terested.
Among these many, our athletics. This feature of the same field, 16 years before, Wolfe buy your hair goods
men. 630 rooms, safe, com
Kennebunk was keen in its educa7 high school ha*s been growing rap had; lain dying at the hour of vic
fortable convenient of access,
prices reasonable. For par
tional
activities. After many dis idly . and can be easily perceived tory, repeating from his favorite
ticulars and prices address
cussions and much forethought by all interested ill examining the pb'em, “The paths of glory lead
Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.
the problem, was solved as best it social events that have occurred but to the grave.”
England gave Wolfe a monu 518 Congress St.,
might be under the prevailing con within the last few years and that
Portland
ment
in Westminster Abbey, and Made from FIST QUALITY Hair only
spirit
which
prevails
in
our
midst
ditions, by dividing the students
his name will .hold a high, place We do pot use ariy Chinese Hair in this
in attendance at the academy dur- at this graduating time.
...MUSIC...
among the wqrld heroes to the end store,
That'
our
high
school
is
es

irig the year 1867 into grades;
We will send goods on approval to
teemed by those students who have of time.
first,
two
primary
schools.;
second,
responsible people. We make every
Private and Class Instruction
;
Were
..the
Americans
and
their
so
far
equipped
themselves
for
conceivable kind of hair (piece, in all
VETERINARY SURGEON a grammar school, and third, a
high school. ■ At a meeting held in their life work is shown by the leader less brave than Wolfe’s shades of hair.
Pianoforte, H. F. FAIRFIELD
and PHYSICIAN
army that day? Wolfe considered We also make switches from your
Violin, W. F. DEUSINGER Graduate of. U. of Penn. State the spring of that year, when the fact that after graduating they .of three weeks? before he decided tb own coihbirigs, that are made right and
their
own
free
will
have
wished
high school for thé first time had
a pleasure for vou to wear for
$2.50
Studio: 47 Main Street, Kennebunk ~
Veterinary Deputy. .
become a part of the town require to.J-enter the Alumni Association, risk an attack with his army of
Phope'jo6
SANFORD, ME ments, it was voted to remodel and which stands for loyalty and love eight thousand well-trained sol
Concert and Reception Engagements
furnish the upstairs room of the for the happy years spent in high diers. When Arnold appeared be
Trio and Orchestra when required
fore Quebec, with his six hundred
bld academy building on a lot just school.
CLARINET
PIANO
French Method
Faelten System a little back of where our high
As years havez passed taiany men, he gave orders fbr an imme
INSURANCE
changes have come to Kennebunk, diate adyance, What has America
school now stands.
Fidelity
Phoenix Fire Ins. .Co.
The first term of the high school but nowhere has there been any done to show her gratitude?
American Central Ins. Co.
Yet he Was destined to do still Detroit Fire and Marine Ins. -Co.
—i---- Teacher of------commenced Sept. 9, ,1867, and was greater change than in the high
another great service^for his coun
Wells Mutua] Fire lbs. Co.
CLARINET and PIANO taught by Mr. Albion Burbanks,, school where, since the year 1872, try
before his treason. We see him
who, after five years of successfül the time of the first graduation,
Studios:—241 Congress St., Portland
WELLS
ME.
Tel . 106-12 Fletcher St.. Kennebunk
teaching as the first instructor, re students have come and gone to how deprived of his rank by Con-
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FURNITURE

ton, Sarah Welch and Elsie Wood. greater enthusiasm might be
W. T. C. U. CONVENTION
The judges, aftër due deliberation developed on thé part of teachers,,
The ' York County Woman’s proclaimed Addie Moulton and the
pupils and the community at large
The greatest assortment with
Christian Temperance Union met President pinned thé gold medal
if
the
people
more
frequently
vis

in its twenty-ninth annual con upon hei> dress! It is only fair to
or without cushio ns
vention, in the Methodist church, other contestants to say that they ited the schoolrooms in the or
at Kennebunkport last Wednesday all did splendidly and that the dinary course /of the year’s work.
A Whole floor in our store is given up to the
holding sessions! forenoon and task of the judges in determining A public enterprise upon which
afternoon. There ' was a large the victor, was riqt an easy one. such vast sums of money, are be
show of this POPULAR SUMMER STUFF.
attendance both form the resi- ¡Under the direction of Mrs. ing expended and to which so,;
; dents of the village and from Julia E. Wejls the recently organ much thought is being given cer
other sections of the country. The ized local Loyal Temperance Leg tainly merits the careful scrutiny
day was all that could“ be desir ion 1 gave an exhibition of their and the hearty - co-operation of
ed for such a gathering. The work, which was well received by all thhe -citizens. The following
church had been conveniently ar the audience.
program was carried out;
ranged for the occasion. Decora Officers elected for the coining year
Invocation
Rev. Thomas P. Baker
tions of the country’s flag, cov were:
ering pulpit and choir rail, with" President—Mrs. Josephine R. Pollard, Songs (a)'f‘Columbia, Gem of the Ocean”
(b) “Song of a Thousand Years”
stramers of pure white twining
Kennebunk Composition, “Life of Frederic Franabout the altar rail and the har Recording Seo’y-^-Miss Julia H. Duncan, . cois Chopin”
, (Incorporated)
k
Kittery’ Piano solo, “Polonaise Militaire” Chopin
monious colors of cut flowers gave
Corresponding
Secretary
—
a beauty to the meeting place quite
Beatrice Clough’
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs and Draperies
Mrs. Sarah L. Cram,' Kennebunk Song,,“Little Johnny Rankin”
in accord with the noble spirit
Atkinson Block, BIDDEFORD
Atkinson Block, SACO
that animated the assembly. On Treasurer—Mrs. Alriaira B. Buffum, !
. Estelle Caron
• Nprth Berwick Recitations, “Twins”
the walls of the auditorium, had
Raymond and Çlayten Gelant
been suspended the motto of the
union, “For God and Home and Superintendents of Departments^ Song, “Matrimonial Sweets”
Carolina Landry arid'Robert Mesérvè
Every Land.” The meeting be Temperance Literature—
• Mrs. Sarah P. Smith, Cornish Recitation, “Centennial Oration”
gan at 10 o’clock with a devotional
Howard Martin
Campbell,
service led by Mrs. Fannie S. Ba The Press—RJrs. Catherine
North Berwick Song, “The Boo-la-boo-la Man”
ker of Kennebunkport, who read Sunday School Work^i
Nine Little Girls
the thirty-fourth Psalm.
Mrs. Lucretia M. Small, Biddeford Recitation, “The Boy to thé School
The convention was then called Scientific Temperance Instruction—
master”
, * Bertha Ruth Wiiin
Packed One Dozen in an attractive pull-off Box and Half Gross in a Carton
to order by the President Mrs.
‘ Chortis
Mrs. Florence W. Barry, Kennebunk Song, “Morn Rise”
Pianò solo, ‘*La Grace” (Chas. Bohm
Josephine R. Pollard of Kenne Medical Témperance—•
For Sale at Your Dealer’s 5c Eac^ or 50c per Dozen
Miss Amelia Shapleigh, West Lebanon
Daisy- Wildes
bunk.
Song,
“
Wise
to
Tarry
”
Hexagon
Shape Highly Polished in Yellow Finish, With Gilt Tip and Red Ring, fitted with best Red
Homes
for
Homeless
Children
—
/
The following committees were
''Sixteen Boys and Girls
Erasive Rubber.
.
Mrs. Hariette R. Morfrfll, No. Berwick
appointed;
' THE MIKADO IS A SUPERIOR QUALITY OF. PENCH\and contains the very finest specially prepared
Evangelistic < Work—Mrs. Josephine Recitation, ‘‘The Old School Clock”
On credentials—Mrs. A. B.
Isabelle Hurst
lead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable. '
, «Burns Sulston, Old Orchag,
Buffum of North Berwick, Mrs- Almshouse Branch- --Mrs. Abbie Sawyer,
Whistling Song
}■ ;
ÈightBoys
Addie Clough* of Kennebunkport
Accurately Graded in Five Degrees
•
s
Kittery Point
and Mrs. Bartlett of Eloit.
'Work among Soldiers and Sailors— t Recitation, ‘‘Pollyanna” Esther Baker
No. 1 Soft. No. 2 Mediupi.
No. 21-2 Medium Hard.
Nb. 3 Hard.
No. 4 Extra Hard for Bookkeepers.
On courteseis—Mrs. Fordyce
Mrs. Minnie Smith Pike, Cornish Vocal Duet, “In the Starlight”
4
•*
Conceded, to be the finest pencil made for general use
Hazel Leach and Dorothy Clough
Perkins of Kennebunkport, Mrs.. Social Meetings and Red Letter/Days—
Recitation,
“
1
’
h
e
Railroad
Crossing
”
Mrs. Julia K. Staples, South Eliot
Charles Grant of West KenneEAGLE PENCIL COMPANY
Helene Dorothy Smith
Medal Contests—Mrs. JuJia E. Wells,
Mrs. Hayvey of Old Orchard
377 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
Presentation of Diplomas
Kennebunkport
On resolutions—-MisÀ EJlà B.
Superintendent
J.
W.
Lambert
Greenleat, Mrs, Abbie Shapleigh, Flower Mission andCharities-—
Class Song, /‘With Songs and GarMrs. Stella Fairfield Prentiss, Saco
; ]Mrs. Sarah L. Cram, Miss Julia Purity---Mrs.
lands”
Chorus
i Rose Turner, Springvale
Benediction . Rev. Thomas P. Baker1 George McÇabe is at home for
Duncah.
Franchise (to be supplied)
On nominations—Mrs. F. W Loyal Temperance Legion
The graduating class numbered the summer recess from Orpno.
Lewis A. Baker was in the vil
_ Barry, '' Mrs. Rose Turner, Miss
(to be supplied twenty-nine and was composed of
lage last Week to be present at the
Amelia Shapleigh.
the following: George W.ÌMaling,
The Treasurer, Mrs. Almira B. HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION Howard M. Martin, Beatrice £>. high school graduaion.
Buffum of Northi Berwick, made
Mrs, Charlés 0.. Huff continues
Clough, Harvey B. Chick, ÉJstÌier
The high school commencement
her annual report.
A. Baker, May F. Washburn, to show ¡encouraging conditions in
Mrs. William M. Bounds, Pres-' was held in the Congregational Robert S. Hildreth, Walter C. her sickness and is able to take
ident of the local union, ;in well- chufch last Wednesday evening'in Clough, Bertha R. Wyman, Hel some nourishment.
RUBBER SOLED GOODS in Buck and
. choses, words welcomed the dele the presence of 'an audience that' en D. Smith, Olive E. Emmons,
Mrs. L. H. Bean went to Port
Canvas. B, C, D and E widths
gates and visitors to Kennebunk complètely fllleçl the large, audi Winnie M. Braley, Floyd W. land last Thursday and expects to
port, assuring them of the cordi torium. Appropriate ' decorations Clough,Hazel M; Leach, .CharlesE. remain several days longer.
ality of her greeting and promis* had been arranged, and the floral Andrews,ì Margie E< Cluff, Edna
TENNIS SHOES in several grades and a
The- York Central Ministers’ As
\ ing them most hospitable treat- offerings were many and beautiful M. McKay, Daisy A. Wildes, Effie
sociation
meeting
in
Kennebunk
although
the
young
meh
pf
the
fine assortment of Pumbs and Colonials 4n stand
V mént.
W. McKay,, Jennie K. Burnham,
. After attending to the items of class had voted not to receive any Florence M. Thompson,Richard A. on Monday, was attended by Revs.
ard styles, and novelties.
. miscellaneous business, a tender themselves publicly,and their vote Landry, Byron L- Perkins, Bea John M. Chambers, Thomas Cain
mémorial service was conducted was réspected. They were on trice Ghenard, Margaret Chenard, and Thomas P. Baker.
The PACKARD SHOE for Men
by Mrs. Abbie E. Shapleigh in sor hand, nevertheless. The program Mildred Èarle, Delvina*. Cloutier,
Flag Day was observed on Mdnrow for the decease of the follow was carried out as printed in the isabelle 1 Hurst, Nancÿ McKenney. .dstV here ^y the display of thé paing members ; Mrs. Hannah Gi)- Enterprise of last week. The Before presenting the diplomas to tiofipl emblem in many places;
patrie of Kennebunk, Mrs. Mary various participants did credit to the young people, Superintendent
Modern Repairing by Competent Workmen
R. Wade of Ocean Park,Mrs. Mary themselves and to their . instruc Lambert made a briet and apprec The horse chestnut treeq are at
their
most
attractive
point
with
tors
in
preparation
and
deliv

G. Lapham and Mrs.Sophie Stover
iative address to the class and regard’ to their conspicuous flow
of Old Orchard, Mrs. Abbie ery of their numbers. Much coinplimented theip upon the suc
ers.
merited
applause,
was
give»
C.- Gilman, Mrs. Maggie A. Bedell
cess which had already been at
and Mrs. Helen M. Bradford of them. After the presentation of tained by them and expressed the ~ Mrs. M. E. Atkins went to Gard
South Berwick, and of the'fol the^ diplomas, the class received hope that all of them might be pre iner, Me!, Monday to be the guest
lowing honorary members; James their friends in the parlor of the sent in September ’to take up the of her son there ’for a week. Bartlett of Eliot and Rev. Roger church and later ice cream and high school course.
DOCK SQUARE
KENNEBUNKPORT; ME.
The Methodist Sunday school is
cake were served to all who ¿re
W. Churchill of Kittery Point.
preparing for a concefrt op Sunday
The
program
was
well
rendered
After the noontide prayer, led by mained. It is expected that nearly and all of the participants received 'evening, June 27, to observe Chip
Mfrs. Rounds, the convention ad all of the class wll; attend higher
merited applause, the audience in dren’b day.
journed for dinner, which was of schools,some planning to go to the
sisting frequently upon encores 7 Quite a number of recruits were
the picnic variety; to which the Gbrham Normal Schodl and others
and
semeed unable to be satisfied,, gathered for the Coast Guards
lookng
towards
Orpno.
This
week
- local union ' made additions, and
(.particularly
with the numbers pre company on Monday evening^
was •’'served in the church vestry, the class is the guest of one of its
sented by the small children. The
which had been prepared for .the members, Miss Ruby Smith, at a
William E. Berry came home on
whole affair reflected* great credit
house, party at Beachwood.
event.
upon ihe teàchers. The musical Sunday from Biddeford Pool, hav
/, A meeting qf the Executive,
selections were especially credit ing been incapacitated for work by
' Committee was held during the NINTH GRADE GRADUATION
able and indicated that Miss May an attack of sickness that sug
./ noon recess!
Atkins, the special ’instructor oi gested appendicitis. He returnedThe afternoon x session began
2 h.p. $48.
3 1-2h.p. $70
The ekcerises in connection
to the Pool on Wednesday, hoping
with a service of praise and prayer with the graduation of the pupils schools, had done most faithful to have over come the tendency.
work
and
had
lavished
time
and
6h.P. $90. 7 1-2.h.p. $115
. conducted by ' the Rev. Josephine from the ninth grade of the gram
The Atkins Shoe Company, has
Burns Sulston.
mar schools t of Kennebunkport thought in planning for the ex5 h.p. 2 cyl. $75
The report of the Committee' were held in Farmers’’ Club half? • efreises. Many weré the warm put an extra man at work .in the
on Resolutions pronounced in fav las Thursday evening. They be words of praise spoken at the con repairing department for the sea
or of the various reforms for gan at 7:45 o’clock,but long be clusion of the evening’s entertain son, The company has also given
25 different styles and sizes of two and
which thé union has consistenly fore that time the large audi ment. \ The people have a right1 out a large number of caps adver
four cycle engines. Prices lower than
to
feel
that
their
investment
in
tising
thecóncern.
, stood from the beginning, and ex ence room was crowded with par
ever before. We cafry the largest
pressed determination to continue ents and friends of the young the schools is proving a/most pro In addition to the sidewalks
stock in Maine.
the fight against the liquor traffic people,and ma ny were compelled ductive one and to be encouraged mentioned last week as being in
until it shall be completely de to stand wherever it was pos to even "more liberality. .
çôurse or construction in the vil
Prices Same as at Factory
stroyed. They, also thanked the sible to find a place. The walls
lage, all of which have now been
The Kennebunkport High school completed, thèse pieces have also
local union for its delightful en of the hall had been allotted to
’ SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST
tertainment and the people of the the different schools of the town Alumni Association held its first been laid : > Ffrom the street to thè
clfQrch for opening the doors to and each section. ’ showed the banquet at the Highland House on ddor of the Baptist chapel, cfossthe meeting. C
work of the pupils in various Friday evening. The graduat Housé corner to the Congregation
Rev. Thomas P. Baker was in- branches from the First Grade to ing class of the school, was the al church, and from the street to
PORTLAND, ME.
troduced and made a few fitting the Ninth.' Thpse exhibits were guest of the occasion. Over 50 hgh school, and all of these im- 39 Portland Pier.
remarks.
exceedingly interesting to those partook, of a fine .banquet which ciated by the-public. ,
Miss Lettie Làpierre favored who took time- to examine them, was thoroughly enjoyed from
the Lower Village beginning last
the audience with a charmingly and gave seme idea of the chara start to finish,, At its conclu Dr. George À! Gordon, pastofr of Thursday and continuing ovefr the
read solo, in which -she was ac cter of the* instruction being sion, wih Principal Charles A. the New Old South Congregational Sabbath. There was a good at
companied by Mrs. Fordyce Per given nowadays. There is a gen Rush as toastmaster, several were church of/Boton, is to be a resik tendance at various meetings and
is prepared to furnish mu^ic
dent of Kennebunkport again this
kins on the organ.
eral interest fofr the improvement called upon to speak, among them season, having secured the Noble much interest was manifested.
for all occasions
The following, who had already of the public school system all being Superintendent. J. W. Lam
cottage.
'
.
Won silver medals in speaking over the land and in this State bert; ElmerD. Meserve and Silas
For terms and particulars telephone
Contests, strove for the goldmed- it is even more apparent than in H. Perkins. Subsequently a/ soc The York County Conference of
To Be Successful You
the
Advéïit
Christian
.
churches
al ; Martha Boothby, Frances Em most sections. ' Yet it may not ial dance was énjoyed in Stevens’
Must Advertise
153-3, Kennebunk, Me.
held its sessions in the church at
ery, V. May Moody, Addie Moul be amiss ito say, in passing, that hall.
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Every Department in the Whole Store Will be at its Bargain Giving Best
Cool weather, heavy stocks and a general business depression are the chief reasons for this big mark down sale. Therefore on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday we shall again, as never before, quicken the buying interest in our various departments, at
quickly moving prices. Come and make a careful inspection of thèse amazing values. The decidedly low prices we quote are
positively for the very latest and newest goods.
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And now comes the Colonel, hot
Bryan, who may always be re
lied upon in any crisis, to the sup
port of Wilson and his policies in
regard to the German contro
versy. /

jn

Dozen

■' Nineteen years ago by his fam
ous “cross of gold” speech Bryan
talked his way into the Democratic
nomination fob the presidency.
He has been talking most Of the
time since, ai^d’although he has
acquired thereby many thousands
of the' little yellow boys and his
latest utterances have been
spread as broadcast as were his
utterances in the Western city
the Commoner now occupies a
vastly different position in the
hearts of his ' fellow Democrats
and. country men as well* The
blow .falls the; hardest on .those
who have defended his course at
every stage of his erratic ^though
brief career. as Secretary of State.
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as at Factory

Reports of excavations of former glorious cities, buried for
, thousands of years are to be
found in many newspapers and
magazines from time to time’ and
such reports disclosing as they,
do sidelights on the daily life of
our ancient forbears are eagerly
read, by nearly everyone. We read
of Adding food buried’ when part
ly prepared by the hot lava of
Vesuvius at1 Pompeii. Ancient
Greece and Asia Minor as well as
Egypt contribute a share to these
disclosures on life when the
world' was; younger.
We wond
er if any of our readers ever dip
into the future and picture thou
sands of years hence similar ex
cavation^. being made oh the site
of the town of Kennebunk. We
wonder1 if any of our readers relize that a start has been made
and a perceptible gain is apparent
from season to season that will
result eventually in a complete in
terment of our town.' We have in
mind the electric light station.
Unless something; is done it must
eventually be buried beneath the
dead leaves and debris piled up
on the side, of the building and
as that necessary something may
possibly not be started ’ it seems
that anything we may do to make
if easier for our descendants? to
ascertain what kind of people we
w'ere would be appreciated by
them. The same procedure fol
lowed in placing data on contem
porary history in the corner stones
pf \ public buildings should bes
emulated. There is ample time to
work out something in this line
and if the town is to permit it
self to be effaced in this way the
least people can, do* is tq think it
over.
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Of The Season

Muslin Underwear

Wash Fabrics

Kimonos and House

Hosiery and Knit

12 i-2c Poplins, 2-7 in. wide, all colors.
Sale Price
9c
12 i-2c Plain Crepes. All colors.
Sale Price
9c
17c Serpentine Crepes, Kimono styles.
Sale Price
9c
25c Fancy Figured Crepes and Voiles,
40 in; wide.
Sale Price
12 l-2c
12 i-2c Percales, 36 in. wide.
New
patterns.
Sale Price
9c
25c White Ratines, 27 inches wide.,
Sale price
.
15c
25c Fancy StripeWhiteWaistings,
' 27 inches wide.
Sale price
15c
25c Ratines andCrepes, blue, and Tan
shades.
Sale price
'• \
15c
25c Bates Crepes, stripes and plaids.
Sale price
12 l-2c
$1.00 Wool Crepes, 40 inches wide.
All colors.
Safe price
69c
75czSilk Crepes, polka dots and stripes.
Sale price
59c
25c Fancy Silk and Cotton Waistings.
Sale price (
15c
50c Fancy Silks.
Sale price i
29c

Dresses

Underwear

$1.98 Crepe, also Lawn Kimonos,
handsome patterns.
Sale price
$1.49
$1.50 Crepe Kimonos, plain, also
figured models.
Sale price
.
z 98c
$ 1.00 Lawn Kimonos.
Sale price
\
69c
$ 1.98 Double Service House Dresses.
Sale pricb
’ * .
98c
$1.98 and 2. 25 Gingham Dresses.
Sale price
98c
$1.98 White Lawn Dresses for children.
Sale price
98c
$1.^0 Crepe, also Percale Dresses,
trimmed.
Sale price
'
98c
$1.50 P. N. Corsets in two new models.
Sale price
$1.00

$r.oo Black Silk Hose for women.
Sale price
z
'
59c
SOC/Silk Lisle Hose. All sizes.
Sale price
25c
35c Silk Lisle, also gauze lisle hose,
double sole.
Sale price
25c
50c Silk Hose, white, also black.
Sale price
35c
25c Silk Lisle Hose, black, also tan.
Sale price
17c
25c Silk Lisle Hose for misses, black,
tan, white, pink and sky?
Sale price
17c
25c Silk Lisle, also Swiss ribbed vests
for women. Various styles.
Sale price
15c
25c medium weight Vests' and Pants
for women. All styles.
Sale Price
19c

Domestics
49c Bleached Sheets, seamed, size 72x81
Sale price
29c
lie Pillow Slips, 3in. hern, size 42x36.
Sale price
t
8c
8c Bleached Long Cloth, 36 inches
wide.
Sale price, per yard
6c
28c Unbleached Lockwood Sheeting
21-4 yards wide.
Sale price
'
21c
12 i-?c Huck Towels, size 20x40 inches.
Sale price
9c
19c Bleached Turkish Towels size
22x44,
Sale price
14c
6c Unbleached Cotton, 36 in wide.
Sale price
4c
ioc Linen Crash Plain white, also blue
border.
•
Sale price
7c
7c Bleached Cotton, full yard, wide.
Sale price
5c

i'ilWOw

f..’

llBRl

Women’s and Misses’

$15.00 Wool Suits, black and colors-

$15.00 Coats.

Sale price

$9.50

Sale price

$12.50 Coats.

Sale price

$7.50

$10.00 Coats.

Sale price

$6.50

$9.50

Misses.

Sale price

$12.50

$8.50 Coats.

Sale price

$5.50

$25.00 Suits, navy and blade

Sale price

$15.50

$16.50 Messaline Dresses.
Sale price

$10-00

$7.98

$13.98 Silk Poplin Dresses.

$4.50 Voile Dresses.

■

Sale price

$2.49

$5-98 Striped Voilfe Dresses.

Sale price

?

$2.98

$5.98

$1.98 White Pique Dresses.

$3.98 and 5.00. Voile Waists.

Sale price

$3.98

$6.98

$10.98 Messaline Dresses.

Sale price

$5.98 White Voile Dresses.

Sale price

x

Sale price

Sale price 98c

$5.00 Serge Skirts. Sale price $1.98

$12.98 Taffeta Dresses.

Sale price

$2.50 Crepe Waists.

$1.98

Sale priée

98c

$3.98 and 5.00 Messaline Waists.

$3.98 Ramie Skirts.

Sale, price

Sale price

$1.98

[

$1.98

Draperies and Drapery
Materials
ioc Cretonnes. New patterns.
Sale price
;
7c
15c Cretonnes, 32 inches wide, best
styles.
Sale price . ’
wHf 11c
12 I-2C Silkoline, variety of new spring
patterns and colors.
Sale price
8c
ioc Curtain $crim, fancy colored
borders.
Sale price
6c

Children’s Dresses
$2.25 Poplin Dresses, also stylish
models of Linen and Gingham.
Sale price
$1.25
$2.98Crepq and Cotton Poplin Dresses.
Sale price
.
$1.50
$i.9g Linen, Crepe & Poplin Dresses
Sale Price
“
. >
98c
5c Percale, also Gingham D resses.
Sale price
39c
$1,00 Chambray and Repp Dresses.
Sale price '
'
50c

Boys’ Wear
$5.00 Suiits. Sale Price.
$4.50 Suits. Sale price.
$3 98 Suits. Sale price.
'
25c Blouses, Attached collars all
and sizes. Sale price
'
50c Straw Hats, hll new, shapes.
Sale price
25c Straw Hats. Sale price
25c Hose for Boys. Sale price

25c Corset Covers, lace trimmed.
Sale price
19c
50c,Corset Covers, lace, also hamburg
trimmed
Sale price
39c
25c Hamburg trimmed drawers.
Sale price
19c
50c Hamburg trimmed drawers.
Sale price
39c
$1.00 Petticoats, hamburg trimmed.
Sale price
69c
$1.50 Petticoats, laice, also hamburg
trimmed. Sale Price
98c
$1.25 lace, also embroidery irimtned
Night Robes.
Sale price
69c
$1.50 hamburg trimmed Night Robes.
Sale price
98c
$ 1.00 Combination Skirt and Cover.
Sale price
/
69c
$2.25 Combinations. Sale Price $1.49
$i.op Camisoles. Sale price
49c
50c Camisoles. Sale price
25c

Men’s Furnishings

Ready-to-Wear
$20.00 Wool Suits for Women and

<

$3.29
\ $2.98
$2.49

colons'
15c

35c
17c
17c

50c Soft Shirts with Collar attached.
Sale price
i
35c
50c Jerseys, colors navy and crimson.
Sale pripe
37c
$;.oo B. V. D. Union Suits, all sizes.
Sale price
'
79c
50c B. V. D. Shirts^and Drawers for
men. Sale price x
35c
25c Lisle Hose, black, tan, gray.
Sale P rice
17c
$1.00 new Spring Negligee Shirts,
assortment of best patterns.
Sale price
'
59c
$1.00 ribbed Union Suits, white, crqam,
ecru, various styles. Sale price 79c
50c Silk Neckwear fdr men.
1 Sale price
23c
$1.00 Hathaway Shirts for men.
All sizes. Sale price I’
79c
1.00 Pajamas for-men. Sale Price 79c
1.50 Pajamas for men.
Sale price pair
„
$1.10

Draperies and Drapery
Materials
25c Drapery Scrim, also Marquisette,
36 inches wide. Sale price
17c
$1.50 Scrim Curtains in ecru, lace
insertion. Sale price, pair
98c
$2.50 Scrim Curtains, lace insertion
with edge, ecru on ly.
Sale price, pair
$1.49
$2.50 Scrim Curtains, lace insertion
with corner embroidery.
Sale price,
$1.98

W. E. YOULÂND CO. SST*
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vaulted skies,
not want to get it soiled as he and between theses seats there is means of travel. From a few' Thè latest means of. trayel is
And we.mountto its summit round cannot afford to have it washed. room for their farm produce. small coaches and three miles of* the airship, which? under the
by round.”
You see/ Harvey is a yery inter Dogs, are still used ro the presént rails, it has developed Into great- hands of skillful inventors,, me
(Contihued from Page One.)
i
>-• Marion Hatch.
ested person in ladies’ fashions day in the Netherlands. In the express trains with dining cars, chanics and pilots, is fast coming
while we are there.’ If we remain '
and spends ali of his money on North of Europe we hear of sleeping cars and parlor cars to perfection. This brings us to'
at, home there are many things
which we can do to make it more ’ PRESENTATION ÒF GIFTS< fashion books.
slédges drawn by-reindeer which drawn by powerful engines, which ,the pfèsent day. Let us hope that
Mr. Grant, I ani sorry not to seè) are trained to harness. These are capable of traveling JBO miles in the future as great a progress
enjoyable for ourselves ahd our
family. We may take somé part
It is customary when oneyis you wearing your sweater, sb I reindeer furnish a speedy means per hour oyer a country bound tbr will be made in modes of travel as;
in the home duties? or we may plan going on a long and difficult jour leave, this Fashion Book contain of transportation to the natives gether by thousands x of miles of in the past.—Chester F. Hamilton.
entertainment and games for the ney to leave') some little token of ing the “latest.” I hope you can of the north over the long stretch rails. In the cities horse cars Were
evenings at home. This will give rerdembrance to his most intimate now save-your luoney in, case you es of snow and /ee. On the navi-- used about the streets, but/ soon,
get your "sweater soiled. *
us a good training, besides pleas-r friends. :
gable waters galleys Were still /in gave^way to the electric car, which
HATS TRIMMED WHILE
ing thpse/around us.
Now as I am soon to start on , Miss Myra Seeley is thè hardest use. The vessel of the Norsemen^ seems to be indispensable, or did
YOU WAIT
In our own community we can Such ,a journey, I will these little1 studying pèrsón in . thé senior a light, narrow, swift sailing until we saw the jitney. The bi
be of great use socially. ¡We may , remembrances to this, group of class. She burns more midnight craft, one of the first vessels tp be cycle, another mpans of travel?
take an interest in the work being frierids seated here, hoping that, oil than all of the rest of us put built vHth a keel and sharp bows, was x invented by an unknown
done among the young pople. In each, little gift will; bear some together, and that isn’t saying was pushed by the hardy Norse French inventor as early as 1808,
Qur town there is much being done special message. \
much. Every night she studies men into all climes, and carried and was known as a “hobby
Our stock is as com
at the present tíme for the boys in
Miss Maude Bragdon has the until the lights go out. Miss See them ón many a voyage ending in horse’’ The rider sat upon this
clubs and sports of' all kinds. We honor of'bteing the most dignified ley/1 know you often want to study conquest anti plundering. There machine and pushed upon the plete as at the firsts of
can make ourselves factors in this' member of our class. Honestly longer sp that is why I leave you was little change in the travel of ground with his toes»^ After be
great work by being willing to |she is so dignified that when Ford this candle. I guarantee 'that it this period fbr many years, 1
ing improved upon by a German? it! the season, but the
help when called upon. We¡ should Sterling is shown at the Acme she will, give you satisfaction.
On the discovery of America the was introduced, into England,
remember to treat' older people stays at .home and knits. You see,
Miss Marion Hatch is thinking /long distance across the Atlantic/ wherp it soon succumbed to comic prices are much lower.
with courteáy always, and when she is the only girl that doesn’t of becoming a t librarian. \ Now a /combined with the physical na artists and writers. After aj
we find opportunities to make laugh very much, because of her librarian has a great deal of ref ture bf the country, which was Scotch blacksmith had improved
their lives happier? let us resolve senior dignity. Miss Bragdon I erence work to do. Marton, I. Will ¡without roads, made necessary it by putting cranks upon it, the
A lafrge line of
to do it, instead of turning aside leave, for your special benefit, leave, as an aid to you, this won (new modes of travel and improve? bicycle became more popular and
for our own* pléasure.- And if in this pair, of knitting needles sp derful little reference bopk, “The ments on^ fhe old. The inhabit^ soon developed into the high whebl Ladies and Childrens
the years to come we have made that you may stay at home and World’s Almanac”/ This is such ants of the Néw World added thè of the latter part of the nineteenth,
thè best of ourselves socially, we knit, knit, knit while Sister Susie a wonderful /book you can find canoe, a light, graceful affair of century. Then came the low frame Trimmed Hats
Shall find that our own lives have sews.
most anything in it, from the bat birch bark, ’which) furnished a chain-driven wheel of 1898, which
been broadened.
Chester Hamilton has often ting average of Ty Cobb to whb pswift means of travel on <the rtv- nearly every boy enjoys today.
And now as soon wfe are to-go said that he would like to go discovered the North Pole. I Iters, streams and even among the From, the bicycle developed the
out into the pew life^ which awaits abroad and join the army. He doubt, however, if you can find islands off the coast. These ca now common motorcycle, a wheel
,us let us extend our farewells did not say which army, so. I am out who started the European noes were so light that oné man driven by a gasoline engine. Then
,and best wishes to those who have left in doubt whether it is Coxe’s war.
itebuld' carry them ground falls comes the automobile, driven by
Thus my Work is doné" and be Land across carries .with ease. ¡A gasoline and electric motors, and
made our high school life so pleas or the German.
Main Street
ant and profitable. 4
; Just - the same, Chester, I wilh fore I depart on my long and dif jmore rude example of the canoe abje to be driven at a high speed
Mr. Superintendent and Mem leave you this gun so you caiy ficult journey/* I wotild like ,to ask 'is that "of the southern Indian, over tfie good roads now furnished
BIDDEFORD bers of the School Board, we, the make some , noise in whichever if anyone knowe the exact distance (Who would burn a tree to the right by state, city and town.
to West Kennebunk ?-—Frank San length and hollow it out with fire
class of 1915,'- as tonight we 'pass you may join.
Turning now to travel by water,
out from under your supervision,
Mr. ZrDick Credifbrd, he > was born.
and sharp stones.. The outside we see here also great improve
VISIT THE
wish to extend to you oui* words christened Richard Vaughn, has
was also ^shaped with fire , and ment. From Fulton’s little steam
of farewell. We thank you for a great deal of trpuble with his MODES OF TRAVEL, PAST sharp stones or shells. From boat, the Clermont,\ have grown ART NEEDLEWORK SHOP
and Exclusive Designs in Cross
your hearty co-operation, in our correspondence. Why, he cannot
these our present day canoe was great ocean Infers large enough to New
AND PRESENT.
Stitch Patterns,. Stamped G6ods,
school work, and for the many send a post card to a girlxwithput
déveloped. Another invention the accommodate the people of a small . . . Wash Embroidery, Silks . * .
Order Work Promtly Done
favors and advantages which you somebody putting a lot of crosses 'In early days travel was very people of the New World gavé to town. These steamers are built
Stamping and Designing . .
have given us while we have been on it. Dick wouldn’t think of much restricted on account of travel was the snowshoe, used to of steel and are driven by powerMRS. FRED C. SMITH
such a thing as that. He is too tfie roads or trails,, as ihpst Of xhe present day for both pleasure *ful engines. These , great steam
in high school.
ROOM 302 BAXTER BLOCK (
Teachers, it is hard for us-to innocent. Mr. Crediford, to help th An were. In Egypt chariot^ and traveE This was a light ers are also fitted upi with saloons,
562 CONGRESS STREET
say good-bye tonight to you who you out I leave yoti this box of drawn by horses were used in framework of ash ot othej pliable music rooms, staterooms, and all'
have been our instructors during correspondence cards which I travel. Thèse. were two-wheelpd wood laced With cords of hide. the 5 modern improvements en
bur high school career. We pan hope you will find much safer affairs with the body shaped like These were fastened to the foot joyed on4and. ;
Enterprise Ads Pay
hot express in farewell words ex-' than post cards.
a scoop. They , were sometimes and used in traveling oyer the
Miss Eva King is exceedingly decorated at great expense with deep snow.
actly the feelings which are in our
hearts. We appreciate the pa/ fond of dates. This is shown very carvings and precious mètals. On . The coming of the settlers
tience and good will with which clearly by her English recitations the deserts camels were used, be brought the saddle horse of Eu
you have worked with us in the and also by the great number of cause of the distance they cbuld rope and the old stage coach of
A Complete Line of
past four yparSi And if at any times that she goes down to the travel without , water. Horses England. The colonists them
time we have vexed you, we hope Cape dancing.
were also* used upon the deserts, selves were not slow in furnish
Miss King, to your large and but were not as desirable aè the ing means of travel suitable to
that tonight yoù will overlook
those defects, and think only of various collection of dateS> I camel. On the rivers and canals their npw coijditiops; and, when
the pleasant hou’rs we have spent leave you these from the Orient, boats called galleys were used. the Western migration'took place,
together. We want you to know hoping yoii enjoy them as well as These were one-decked affairs the fiatboat was built for use on
that your fine example has not you seem to the others.
propelled by square sails and a the western rivers. These- some
beén in vain, because even now as
There pre two young men in great number of ohrs. Criminals what resembled the houseboats of
wer afe just beginning the deeper this class who are very Yond of and prisoners of war were some -the Chinese and accommodatéd
life, your influence can be felt by pie. They have been known to times condemned to serve at these one or more families with their
us. Again we thank you, and may have, eaten eight pieces at a din oars, being chained to their posts. household gopds on their way to
the greatest happiness and pros ner. The difference between Mr. In southern Africa the elephant new homes in the wilderness.1 The
...AND...
perity be yours.
Titcomb and Mr. Webber is this: wàs used as a mount for hunting New England people not being
able to till the land much on ac
Beloved parents and friends,; mA Titcomb has beeri brought up in the jungle.
the time has come when as schol on pie and it has'never, hurt him, ' Passing 1 to thé continent of count of its rocky and uncléared
ars in school life we ihust bid you while Mr. Webber has had' several Asia wez see, the fine Arabian state, Were engaged in fishing and
farewell. From this time, al attacks of sickness from over^ horse, noted evpn today the world trading. These industries were
though we shall still be with you, eating.
over.
These horses, together made more profitable then as now
Mr, Titcomb, I leave you this with the camel, form the means by the quickness with which the
yet\we shall not be they carefree
...AT THE...
students of old,-but individuals in1 cook-book in which you will find of transportation for the Arabs voyage Tcould be made. So the
life’s great school. We ate glad a large number of pie recipes like from opp, pasis to another. In enterprising New England people
to thank you at .this time for the mother used to make. Of course, India we again find the elephant started the ship building indus-,
don’t expect you to use these used for travel, with the addition try. They designo^ swift-sailing
interest you have shown in our
school work and in the various en recipes yourself, but I hope your of a box-like .car affair shaded by vessels- of all descriptions which,
tertainments which we have given. future wife can use them to good an awning strapped tp the ele have not been surpassed even to
H. C, WAKEFIELD
Vyhen disheartened in the hard advantage. .
phant’s back. The elephant is the present day by any country,
places of our upward course, it
Mr. Webber, I leave you this also used as a means of traveljn as the holding by America of the
Clothing, Hats, Caps and Shoes
gave us courage to know that package of ■: fast pink “Diamond Siam. In China we find the sedan international cup will show. In
around us were many who anx Dyes,” as the doctors say the best chai?1,, a rectangular ^ box with J.807, Roberts Fulton’S steamboat
iously patched to see whether we thing in the world for a tired and poles running along the sides, made a successful voyage up the.
should wih or lose. And tonight, worn-out stomach /is to diet.
These poles rést upon ihe shoul Hudsoh rtvep? and caused a new
as we have won, it is fitting that
We all know that Miss Vera ders of either two or four men, era in the mode of travel upon the
'we should think of those who in Stevens must be a fine cdok or else who carry thé chair thrôugh the ocean and rivérs. In the far north
Among all the delightful scents you have ever known, there never has
spired ds to reach this goal.
she could not be rightly called narrow, crooked street^ of the where the ieè and snow prevent been a single one to be compared with this. Charming, elusive, sug
cities of China. In Japan à simi modern improvements' in trans
Classmates, we are" now. about “Chef.”
gestive of the luxurious Far East, this
to leave òur school'life forever ; Chef, I want you to keep up your lar conveyance 'known as à jihs, portation, the reindeer, eskimo
inimitable fragrance belongs only to
and enter life’s ^school, whose reputation, so I leave you1 this ricksha is set upon two whéels dog and the musk ox are still in*
doors are~wide dpen to us. We useful little cooking article called With shafts like a carriage. These use? Ih some parts of South Am
. have spent four happy years in a rolling pin. As this can : be are drawn by men who are swift erica thé llama takes the \place of
dear old K. W; S., years which we used as a weapon of defence, Chef, runners? In the navigable waters these as a meaiis of travel.
can never forget and that reason you can now give cooking lessons boats called junks have been uped.
A marked change has taken
makes the parting much-. harder. to your younger sister without a These are clumsy affairs with high place in modes of travel in these
But we aré not going to forget certain little Junior boy interfer bows and sterns. The sails are latér years. The/ -introduction of
each other ; it could not be possible ing. However, my sympathies will Square and of matting. When it the panai, first used by the Egyp
TALCUM POWDER
after the close associations of the. 'surely be with him in case of any is calm thesè vessels are pro tian's y and Bomans, into the new
pelled by èweeps. Another style countries has aided travel and
'past years, and the hallowed'mem misunderstanding.
ories of our school life will always, ■ There is*a certain girl in this of boat called house-boats have transportation an untold, amount..
Massatta is the most recent addition to
remain with us. Like a traveler 'class who is very fond Of canoe been used on the rivers. These Some ' of these canals, like the
Lazell’s superb assortment of Toilet
climbing the rugged mountain ing. She is such an expert with were raftsx with , a one or two-; Suez, Erie/Cape God sjiip canal,
Specialties. . Aside from Its unique fra
path until finally the summit is the 'paddle' that she often gives- roomed, one-story -house / upon and the recently completed canal
grance,
its smooth and soothing softness
reached, is dazzled by the gran lessons, to her friends. This girl7/'them. They Were occupied by a across the Isthmus of Panama, are
will recommend it to all who appreciate
deur of the scene before him, sp is none other than Miss Edna Wat whoJe family and were moved examplés of ' gréât engineering'
a Talcum of superior excellence.
we have struggled upward and to son. Ail this spring sfye has been from place to ^plahe along the skill and ingenuity. Other examnight we váre gazing out into the giving lessons to one ¿of her class crowded rivers. The people own ; pies?'of engineering skill are the
life beyond with its beauty and mates, Mr. Robbins, and we have ing these boats keep ducks and, great suspension and arch bridges We carry an extensive variety of LazelVs Preparations—Perfumes, Toilet
Waters, Creams, Powders—which we heartily recommend.'
bright prospects. And, class been wondering why it takes him geesé, which find refuge at night built of concrete and steel. Some
mates, with the .inspiration re so long to learn. No dbuhtf he upon the raft; There are also examples of these are the Brook
ceived from this high outlook, let has been “putting one,Sver on one of more dogs kept upon these lyn bridge,, the Niagara, thè Wil
boats.
us go out from school life into us.”
liamsburg bridge, and many oth
Passing frojn travel In the early ers in all countries, furnish a safe
s- life’s school resolved to make the
Mr. Robbins and Miss Watson,
By Buying Two Cans
best of our lives for ,the benefit of to help you keep t in mind your dàys to travel in the medieval pe and convenient means of crossing
riod^
we
find
the
horse
of
éarly
- our country, our fellow man and pleasant afternoons, I leave Mr.
pvers, canals, chasms a and har| our Cod. '
Robbins this canoe and Miss Wat times used by the Romans and borç. The introduction of the
ONE CAN
25c
Cossacks. We find in Holland the railroad was another 'great pro
“Heaven is not reached by a single son these paddles.
TWO CAN'S
26c
r A great mahy people of .this dog used as a means of convey gress in\the means of, travel. First
bound,
But we build the ladder by town wonder why Mr. Grant does ance. These dogs are trained/to drawn by horses in 1826, and then
not wefar his white sweater nofw. haul two-Wheeled carts with a by steam in 1830, it furnished Kast week we sold 200 boxes of Candy for 1c each.
which we^ rise
From the lowly earth to the Well, the truth is, Harvey does seat on each side for the peasants, then as today one of the fastest
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Miss. A. Morrill

Straw and Leather
Suitcases
Daylight Store

“The True Oriental Odor”

W(5SATTA

25c Talcum Powder jc

Watch for Special next week

